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ABSTRACT
Registration is the process o f  spatially aligning two objects and is normally a 
preprocessing step in m ost object recognition algorithms. Registration o f  images and 
recognition o f  signatures o f  objects in images is im portant for clinical and diagnostic 
purposes in medicine. Recognizing structure, potential targets for defense purposes and 
changes in the terrain, from aerial surveillance images and SAR images is the focus o f 
extensive research and developm ent today. Automatic Target Recognition is becoming 
increasingly im portant as the defense systems and arm am ent technology move to use 
sm arter m unitions. Registration o f  images is a preprocessing step in any kind o f  machine 
vision for robots, object recognition in general, etc. Registration is also im portant for 
tuning instrum ents dealing with images.
M ost o f  the available m ethods o f  registration today are operator assisted. The state o f 
registration today is more art than science and there are no standards for measuring or 
validating registration procedures. This dissertation provides a  viable m ethod to 
automatically register images o f  rigid bodies. It provides a m ethod to  register CT and 
MRI images o f  the brain. It uses wavelets to determine sharp edges. Wavelets are 
oscillatory functions with com pact support. The Wavelet Modulus Maxima technique 
and the Principal C om ponent Analysis (PCA) are exploited to determine the invariant 
structures between images. The Modulus Maxima technique is used in isolating 
singularities. It also provides a mechanism to characterize the singularities in the images 
using Lipschitz exponents. This research provides a procedure to register images which 
is computationally efficient. The algorithms and techniques are general enough to be 
applicable to o ther application domains. The discussion in this dissertation includes an 
introduction to wavelets and time frequency analysis, results on MRI data, a discussion
x
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on the limitations, and certain requirements for the procedure to work. This 
dissertation also tracks the m ovem ent o f  edges across scales when a wavelet algorithm is 
used and provides a formula for this edge movement. As part o f  this research a 
registration classification schematic was developed.
XI
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C H A P T E R 1
INTRO DUCTIO N TO ISSUES IN  MEDICAL 
IMAGING
1.1 Introduction
This dissertation studies the registration o f  images with an emphasis on registering 
medical images. Image registration is an image processing technique o f  spatially aligning 
two similar images by rotating, translating, shearing, etc. This dissertation provides a new 
approach to image registration which does not require operator assistance, and is efficient 
in terms o f computational time complexity.
1.2 D ig ita l Im age P rocessing
Digital image processing is now becoming widely accepted in the medical com m unity and 
medical imaging o f  patients by physicians for treatm ent and diagnostic purposes is a 
growing trend. Digital image processing stated simplistically is the manipulation o f  images 
by a com puter. At a very basic level this requires that scenes, in a naturally occurring form, 
be digitized by a scanner for further processing by a com puter. In medical imaging several 
types of scanners are available for the purposes o f digitizing organs o f the hum an body. 
The different scanners along with the associated techniques, can image different kinds o f 
information about body tissue, structure, etc. The images have different sizes and different 
gray scale digitize resolution. A further discussion on this subject is the content of the next 
section. In addition this chapter provides an overview of data formats used tor medical 
images, com m on image processing techniques and some insight into medical data storage 
needs.
1
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When .1 physical image is digitized, the image is stored in the torm  ot a rectangular 
sampling grid, 'l'he center o t each grid is the location ot what is commonly referred to as 
the picture elem ent called pixel. The image space is thus divided into small regions. In 
black and white binary' images as well as in gray scale images, the brightness intensity at 
each pixel location is represented by an integer value called the gray level. Each pixel has 
an address represented by its row num ber and column num ber and a brightness level 
represented by the gray level. All the pixels together make up the image which can then be 
manipulated, stored, displayed, printed, etc. The num ber o f  pixels it takes to represent a 
physical picture gives a measure o f  the scanners quality. If  a digitized picture has a smaller 
pixel size then the physical image is digitally represented by a larger num ber o f  pixels. The 
num ber o f pixels that make up rows and columns o f  the rectangular grid is referred to as 
picture size. A nother factor that determines the quality o f  the picture is the gray scale 
resolution. In m ost pictures the brightness at a pixel location is represented by an integer 
in the range 0 to 255 [256-level gray scale]. An integer in this range o f  0 to 255 can be 
represented in eight bits using a binary num ber system. Since it takes eight bits to store 
numbers in this range, one bvte o f storage space is adequate. Such images are often 
reterred to as 8-bit images. However recent trends, with the newer scanners used for 
medical imaging are providing better quality' both in terms o f size and gray scale resolution. 
It is not uncom m on to find new scanners that provide an image size o f 2048 .< 2048 with 
4096 gray levels. This constitutes 12-bir images as it takes twelve bits to store numbers in 
the range [0,4096]. The minimum am ount o f data that can be read from a disk or 
network channel or written to a disk or network is one bvte (eight bits), how ever in the 
registers ot the com puter, we can use bit level information, with the help o t instructions 
that are capable ot addressing bit fields. When writing o r reading trom  a disk, mam
9
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memory, or even for the purpose o f  transmission, we have to deal with bvtes. So the 
technique o f  bit stuffing [Pohl84] is commonly used, bor example, bit-stuffing allows 
program mers to store two 12-hit numbers into three bytes (twenty four bits) and read, 
write or transm it that information.
An image is often  viewed as a two-dimensional light-intensity function, where the value or 
amplitude ot f { x , y ) at spatial coordinates (x,_y) gives the intensity (or brightness) o f 
the image at that point. W hen an image is digitized, the digitization o f the spatial 
coordinates (x,_y) is referred to as image sampling and the amplitude digitization is called 
gray level quantization.
O nce the images are digitized they can be subjected to a num ber o f operations using 
numerical algorithms for the purpose o f storage, transmission, enhancement, etc. This 
digital processing o f  images is often called digital image processing. Some o f  the more 
com m on image processing operations are :
•  Image segmentation
Segmentation is the process o f  subdividing an image into its constituent parts or 
objects. Each object is isolated from the rest o f  the image for further analysis or 
classification.
•  O bject Classification
O bject classification is the process of assigning each image or each object in an image 
to one o f  several pre-established groups (classes) that represent all the possible rvpes 
o t objects expected to exist in the image. This is actually a last step in an object 
recognition process.
•  Feature Extraction
3
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As .1 measurement o t the value o f  some quantifiable property o f an object. A feature is 
a tuncrion o f one or more measurements, com puted so that it quantifies some 
characteristic o f the object.
• Edge detection
An edge is a boundary between two regions with relatively distinct gray level 
properties. Edges may represent object boundaries, object shape changes, and in the 
case o f  medical images, changes in tissue density o r texture within organs.
• Hidden Surface Removal
This is done when three dimensional objects are rotated and have to be viewed on a 
display device, which is essentially two dimensional. The surface o f  the object that is 
not within the viewing angle is removed so that only the part that is facing the 
observer is displayed.
• Skeletonizing and Thinning
Skeletonizing is the process o f  reducing the structural shape o f  a plane region to a 
graph via an operation called thinning. Thinning is the process o f  interactively deleting 
edge points o t a region subject to the constraint that deletion o f  these points does not 
remove end points and does no t break the connectedness by causing excessive 
erosion.
• Image Registration
binding a correspondence between two images. The next chapter addresses this topic 
extensivelv.
I he tocus ot this dissertation is image registration. Specifically the focus is on medical 
images. Medical images provide constraints and characteristics that are specific re the field
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ot Medical Imaging. Hence, a brief discussion o f  medical imaging modalities, their 
resolution and storage space requirements form part o f  the next section.
1.3 M edical Im aging
Many o t the issues in the area o f  medical imaging are the same as in any other area o f 
image processing. However, there are also issues that are so specific to the area o f medical 
imaging that have almost no impact upon general image processing algorithms. This 
section addresses some o f the concerns that differentiate the field o f  medical imaging from 
different fields.
1.3.1 L egal Issues and Its Im plication
Because o f  legal repercussions, compression o f medical images must be lossless at this 
time. This reduces the compression ratios that are achievable. It affects the transmission 
ot medical images and denies any improvements lossy images could provide. Any image 
processing technique must adhere to these constraints. F o r some of the clinical needs, 
clinicians and radiologists can use images with som e loss o f  data, but clearly where one 
crosses this line is a subject m atter o f research and debate. Preliminary' diagnostic 
procedures, simulations, training, image registration, image restoration, allow for some 
am ount ot data loss. However, compression o f images m ust be lossless.
1.3.2 D ata  Formats
Medical Informatics and Radiological societies have adopted data format standards for 
storage, transmission and for use in medical imaging equipm ent that have additional 
constraints as compared to those that are commonly used in other areas o f image 
processing. The data image formats that are specific to medical imaging are:
•  Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine Standard (D1CO.M)
5
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• Mcdvission
• Network C om m on Data Form (NETCDF).
These -ire the standards that are used in medical imaging equipment, medical image 
transmission, medical image storage, etc. The o ther com m only used data formats, though 
to a lesser extent, in Medical Imaging are:
• Portable Graymap(PGM ),
• Portable Bitmap (PBM),
• Windows Bit Map (BMP),
• Jo in t Photographic Experts G roup Standard (JPEG),
• Graphics Interchange Format (GIF),
• Tag Image File Form at (TIFF).
The Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) and C om puter Topography (CT) Images o f  the 
brain used in this dissertation were obtained in D ICO M  format. The D ICO M  images 
were converted to PG M  format for this research. The D IC O M -PG M  form at conversion 
routines were part o f  this dissertation research.
1.3.3 Im ag in g  M odalities
A wide variety o f  image modalities are used to image patients. These modalities acquire 
images using very different techniques. The physics behind each o f the imaging techniques 
is different. As a consequence o f this, from a single image scene, each o f  these modalities 
digitize different information. To exemplify the issue consider a situation that a single 
brain is imaged with imaging modalities MR, CT and PET. The MR image would provide 
information on soft tissue, tatty cells, etc. and some information on bone structure, the 
CT image would provide the best information on denser tissue like bones, and the PET
6
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would provide the best information with respect to blood bow. arteries and veins. More 
importantly, the size o t the image and the gray scale resolution from each modality's 
scanner is different. Some o f  the imaging modalities in use are:
• Com puted Tom ography [CT|
• Magnetic Resonance Imaging [MRI]
•  Positron Emission Tomography [PET]
• Single Photon  Emission Computerized Tom ography [SPECT]
• Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy [MRS]
•  Ultrasound [US]
• Digital Subtraction Angiography [DSA]
• Digital Fluorographv [DF].
1.3,4 M edical Im agin g  Data
The different imaging modalities often provide varying image sizes and gray scale variation. 
Typically image sizes vary- from images o f  size 2 5 6 x 2 5 6  to 4096 x 4096. The gray scale 
resolution varies from 8-bit pixels to 16-bit pixels. W hen a patient is scanned, several 
images o f  the patient’s organ are obtained, usually a few millimeters apart. For example 
when MRI images are obtained each exam would result in obtaining about 50 images. Data 
trom  a study done a few years ago is presented in the table below and provides a measure 
ot the volume o f data and gray scale variation with imaging modality. This data is obtained 
trom  Rabbani[Rabbuni911. Because o f continuing improvements in scanner technology 
m ost new scanners nowadays are providing image sizes which are larger and wirh grav 
levels ranging from 0 to 4096 (16-bit images). Usually patients in large cancer research 
centers, are examined and imaged once a m onth. When the data storage requirements are
7
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all summed, the storage requirements ore now in Terabytes and growing. Storing and 
transmitting ot this data for tele-radiology purposes is a m ajor new issue.
Table l- l : Data generated for different medical imaging modalities.
Modality Image
Dimension
Gray Level Average 
Number of 
images per 
exam
Average 
Mbytes 
per exam
CT 512 x 512 12 30 16
MRI 256 x 256 12 50 6.6
DSA 1024x 1024 8 20 20
Digital
Fluorography
1024 x 1024 8 15 15
Ultrasound 512x 512 6 36 10
SPECT 128 x 128 8 or 16 50 0.8 or 1.6
PET 128 x 128 16 62 2
Digitized Film 2048 x 2048 16 4 32
Image analysis and image processing algorithms such as image registration, image 
segmentation, image compression, image classification, etc., have to deal with multi-modal 
as well as uni-modal images o f  varying size and resolution. While some human organs are 
almost rigid, many other organs have huge shape transform ations depending on factors 
like the posture o f the body, tood and liquid ingestion, etc. Image analysis and image 
restoration issues become quite complex in this environm ent.
8
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1.4 C onclusion
The focus o f  this dissertation research is only registration o f medical images. Registration 
is a process o f  m apping one image onto another. Images are also registered for a variety o f 
o ther needs ranging from  object recognition for military purposes, autom atic navigation o f 
robots through terrain, recognition o f  land terrain, to determine changes in the geography 
o f  real estate, rectification o f  display distortions, map and cartographic projections, 
automatic adjustm ent o f  instruments, etc. The medical imaging registration is usually done 
to detect regional growth such as detecting bone assimilation in the case o f  bone grafting, 
the growth o f  cancerous cells, for general diagnostic purposes, and for improved set 
compression purposes as proposed by Karadimitriou and Tyler [Karadimitriou97]. Medical 
Image m atching is another rapidly evolving field o f interest, with its own unique 
operational conditions.
The next chapter addresses the issues related to image registration. A literature survey o f 
techniques used in the registration o f images, as well as a classification o f  these techniques, 
is also included as part o f  this chapter.
9
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C H A P T E R  2
IMAGE REGISTRATION - TECH NIQ U ES, 
ANALYSIS AND A LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
VVhy should w e register objects? W hat purpose does it serve to register images? At the 
outset, this chapter attem pts to answer these questions at the outset. The remainder o f 
this chapter is a review o f  the literature on medical image registration. The emphasis has 
been to tocus on the techniques for o f  image registration. Since this dissertation is devoted 
to the developm ent o f  a technique o f registration where the control points (homologous 
points) are determ ined using wavelets, the medical aspects o f  the treatm ent, the radiation 
doses needed, o r o ther purely clinical aspects are no t be emphasized. Though, some of 
the content is devoted to external markers, this is also n o t the focus o f  this literature 
survey. These sections have been included only fo r completeness and to dem onstrate that 
we are aware o f  these techniques to obtain control points. After reviewing the literature on 
the techniques to register objects, this chapter provides a schem atic diagram that lays out a 
basis by which registration techniques can be classified. This schematic in Figure 2-1 is a 
direct outcom e o f  the literature survey in this field. This chapter also presents a model for 
registering images and shows how correlation coefficient is related to a mean square 
difference or euclidean distance between the images being registered. Each image in this 
case is viewed as a normalized vector with mean zero. As the mean square distance 
decreases the correlation coefficient increases. Intuitively it is easy to see rhar as images 
are better spatially aligned the mean square distance between them  decreases and the 
correlation coetticient increases.
1 0
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2.2 T h e  need  for registration
Registration o t two images A and B means the determination o f translation and rotation 
parameters, which when applied to say image B, would spatially match the other image, i.e. 
image A. F or rigid bodies there is no distortion but the transform ations are affine. 
Registration in a broader perspective includes the need to shear or in some wav distort one 
o f the objects to provide a match to the second object or template. This is usually done to 
rectify distortions.
There is a great need to register objects in almost all areas o f  image processing including 
the area o f  medical imaging. The human eye constantly registers objects for the purpose o f 
object recognition, object classification, and this registration is superior to any other 
known technique. For this reason, all o f  the commercial image registration algorithms 
available for registering medical images, require operator assistance. Research in the area o f  
autom atic registration is still in its infancy. There are no commercial automatic registration 
tools to register medical images in the market today. However, the army and navy are 
exploring the area o f image registration and research is moving toward autom atic image 
registration. This dissertation research deals with registration o f Magnetic Resonance brain 
images. These can essentially be treated as registration o f rigid bodies. T o  provide a deeper 
appreciation for registration, the next few paragraphs detail some areas where there is a 
great need for image registration:
• In machine vision, registration of scene images is a fundamental operation. Useful data 
is derived only after registration and fusing o f information obtained from multiple 
sensors. This is especially true tor robots attempting underwater navigation, navigation 
through unknown terrain. Registration is almost always necessary for robots to
1 1
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recognize objects. For example, a robot in an autom ated factory would first register as 
a step in the recognition a t an object then classify and place it at the appropriate bin.
•  F o r aerial images, the matching operations are needed for a variety o f applications. For 
example, change detection, map updating, aerial surveillance, and target recognition 
warrants its use during war time. Registration has to be done many times if there is a 
changing terrain. In aerial images, the images are obtained from  an altitude higher than 
the tallest structure in the scene. The position o f  the sun w hen the image is obtained, 
the cloud cover, etc., are issues that have to be considered when registering aerial 
images.
•  In medical imaging, different modalities provide additional complimentary 
information. Single Photon Emission Com puted Tom ography (SPECT), Positron 
Emission Tom ography (PET), and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) provide 
functional information, but delineate anatomy poorly. M agnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI), Ultrasound (US) and X-ray imaging and C om puted Tom ography (CT) depict 
aspects o f anatomy, but provide little functional inform ation. Com puted Tom ography 
(CT) provides better information on denser tissue like bone, b u t Magnetic Resonance 
Images (MRI) provides more useful information on soft tissue, for example, fattv 
tissues, cancerous regions, etc. In patient diagnosis, there are many situations that 
w arrant the need for additional information from the different imaging modalities and 
then integrate this into a useful form. This requires images to be registered before 
integration (fusion). An example o f an application area for multimodality would be 
radiotherapy and nuclear medicine. In radiation therapy planning, a CT scan is needed 
for dose distribution calculations, while the contours o t the target lesions are best 
outlined with MRI. Determination o f anatomical location o f dysfunctional areas and
12
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studies on functional-structural relationships are facilitated by integration o f  functional 
and morphological information. This integration is achieved through image registration 
and is another example application.
Registration o f  m onomodal images in medical imaging is useful in applications where 
atlas data are used, for example in studies over a patient population. Registration o f 
m onom odal images is essential in m onitoring a patient’s progress w hen treatm ent is 
administered over a period o f  time. This is usually the case with patients undergoing 
cancer treatm ent. Such studies are also done to closely m onitor how well a bone graft 
is taking.
Registration, according to Lisa Gottesfeld Brown [Brown92], is often necessary for:
1. integrating information taken from different sensors,
2. finding changes in images taken at different times under different conditions,
3. inferring three-dimensional information from  images in which either the camera or the 
objects in the scene have moved, and
4. m odel-based object recognition.
2.3 T echn iques U sed  in Registration
Many classes o f  m ethods have been developed for image registration. Classification o f 
these m ethods can be done on several basis [Barnea72|[Elsen93][Klsen91 j. Based on the 
literature survey o f the techniques used in image registration, the following modified basis 
for classification is offered :
2.3.1 Level o f  Abstraction
Registration m ethods can be categorized by the level o f abstraction. The description 
hierarchy at which the matching is performed could be at the pixel level, the simplest case, 
up to m atching based on high level object derived descriptions, like roads, buildings,
13
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arteries, anatomical landmarks, etc. At the pixel level the available descriptors are pixel 
properties such as intensify, color, gray level, etc. The matching at the pixel level can be 
based on some form  o f  area correlation [Brown92][Herbin89j. The intensities may change 
based on imaging conditions and multimodal registration may require gray level 
normalization. At the other extrem e, matching is done based on derived object descriptors 
that are context sensitive [Brooks89]. For example, recognizing semantic structures like 
roads, buildings, reservoir, lakes, major arteries, certain anatomical structures that could be 
used by matching these structures and their interrelationships. The higher the level o f 
descriptions at which the m atching is attem pted, the more likely the descriptions are 
invariant to changes in the imaging conditions [Medioni84]. However, the harder part is 
deriving image descriptors that are consistent across the available set o f images on which 
digital registration is attem pted. M oreover, to some extent, some level o f  abstraction is 
helpful bur that has to be based on the context o f the images. This dissertation makes use 
o f  shapes o f  structures that stay invariant across the images being registered.
2.3.2 M atch ing based on the num ber o f  d im ensions
M atching can be perform ed at the one dimensional, two dimensional o r three dimensional 
level. When a one dimensional level is used, the image is essentially treated as a one 
dimensional signal. This reduces to finding the ideal delay. In filter theory parlance, it 
translates into processing the image signal through a filter process that has a linear phase 
thus preserving the waveform but introducing ideal delays. W ithout some criteria that is 
able to recover from  the local minima, this process mav not find the global minima. This 
m atching process may have to deal with such issues. Speech signals are usually processed 
as one dimensional signals. Two dimensional m ethods are based on several criteria. For 
m ost clinical studies that require multimodal registration, the assumption is made that the
14
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images were generated in rhe same plane relative to the patient. Depending on the 
objective function being optimized in the registration process in a particular study, like that 
o f com pressing sets of images, this assumption need n o t be made. However in m ost cases, 
it is assumed that the images being generated are similar. Objects o f  different types are not 
registered in the normal case. In medical imaging it is assumed that the image slices 
obtained using different modalities, o r the same modality, are views o f  the same scene or 
organ. In aerial surveillance when incoming missiles or enemy war planes have to be 
identified, each satellite provides a two dimensional picture o f the same object but from 
different angles. T o  do a target recognition, the images have to be first registered and then 
fused. Three dimensional methods in the area o f  medical imaging, do n o t consider 
tomographic images as a set o f  individual slices but consider them  as a volumetric data set 
that can be registered with another three dimensional volumetric data set. However, it 
must be pointed o u t that this volume is constructed from  two dimensional slices. This 
necessitates extrapolating between the slices and thus creation o f data. This type o f 
registration is useful in clinical surgery preparation and other diagnostic needs. Since 
storage and archival o f medical data cannot afford any distortion or creation, however 
accurate the process o f extrapolation, legal requirements do not, at this time, perm it three 
dimensional registration for compression purposes [Clarysse91][Elsen91][Faber91]. In this 
dissertation, registration is performed at the two dimensional level. The ideas, algorithms 
and techniques can be extended to the three dimensional level.
2.3.3 O rigin o f  Im age Properties
Registration algorithms may either use patient related intrinsic image properties or 
extrinsic image properties that are added to the patients. Intrinsic properties are pixel 
intensities, anatomical landmark points, geometrical features like cortex, ventricles, etc.
15
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[Rousseau92|. Materials like radio pharmaceuticals, contrast media for angiograms, etc., 
administered to patients to enhance the contrast, are considered intrinsic properties. 
Examples o f extrinsic properties are head frames, skin markers, etc. In this dissertation 
only intrinsic properties are considered.
In stereotactic procedures, where targets deep within the brain are approached through a 
small hole in the skull or by a narrow beam o f  high energy ionizing radiation, a reference 
frame is attached to the patients head by screws fixed to shallow drill holes in the skull. 
Provisions are made to ensure accurate replication of the frames. These provide
comm only used extrinsic markers. Some frames can be attached to the head in a more
patient-friendly m anner [Sharman96]. Plastic mold o r dental mold are also widely used as 
extrinsic markers. These markers are then used as control points. The Wavelet Modulus 
Maxima approach used in this dissertation could detect both extrinsic or intrinsic markers 
as the edge effects that produce points o f singularity [Sharman97. l][Sharman97.2],
2.3.4 E lasticity o f  Transform s
Image matching transforms can be classified as rigid affine, projective or curved. Each o f 
these categories indicate the degree o f  elasticity and shearing used in the transform ation. A 
transform  is called rigid if the distance between any two points in the first image is
preserved when these two points are mapped in the second image. Rigid body
transformations can be decom posed into translation, rotation and m irror reflection. Let 
( x , y )  represent a point in one o f  the two images being registered and be the
corresponding point in the second image, which will ultimately be matched with the point 
(.V, V) in the first image. Mathematically the transformation that relates the two points 
(.r,>’) and ( .v' , _y')  in the two images being registered is :
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where 0  denotes the rotation angle and denotes the translation vector[Elsen93j. The
two points ( - V , v )  and (x ' , y ' )  in the two images being registered are referred to as 
hom ologous points in the literature on this subject. F o r this reason the same 
nom enclature has been adopted in this dissertation.
Since the images that are used in this dissertation, are brain images obtained through MRI 
and CT scans, this research deals with rigid body transform ations.
A thne transform ations are transformations where any straight line in the first image is 
m apped on to  a straight line in the second image, while parallelism is preserved. Affine 
transform ations in two dimensions may be represented as
Eq. 2-2-
---
---
!
'i
I
H __
__
_1
+
y . J * 2 l a 2 2 ± y _
where
a, i a12
Cl-, j  Cl-,-,
is a real-valued matrix [Dougherty87].
A projective transform ation maps a straight line in the first image onto  a straight line in 
the second image bu t parallelism between the lines is no t preserved. Curved 
transform ations are also projective transformations but in these tranaformations a straight 
line is m apped into a curved line.
Some transform ations call for uniform scaling in the x, v and z directions. Since organs 
undergo shape changes, non-uniform  scaling transform ations may need to be considered. 
The plasticity property is very-' difficult to model, even though some o f  the organs undergo
17
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such distortions |W olberg90|. Registration, in such cases need very careful and extensive 
human intervention from an expert.
2.3.5 U ser Interaction
Most current registration processes are semi-automatic. An expert user identifies points on 
each image that are homologous. Registration is then done manually based on matching 
the hom ologous points. In some cases, the user identifies points and o ther structures like 
lines, organs, blood vessels, etc., and then registration is done based on these derived 
abstractions as well as the points. State-of-the-art commercially available registration 
software fo r medical imaging is semi-automatic. Research in fully autom ated registration 
techniques is in its infancy.
In a fully autom ated registration process, the points o r structures are automatically 
detected by an image processing program. It is for this reason that wavelet based 
registration should make a significant contribution to the fields o f  medical imaging and 
registration. T o  keep within the scope o f  this dissertation, only rigid body transformations 
have been considered. MRI and CT scans o f  the brain can be considered rigid bodies. 
Within these rigid bodies, search algorithms can be used, but, exhaustive search methods 
are computationally expensive. In this research, wavelet based techniques are used to 
detect singularities in known geometrical positions and to locate hom ologous points and 
then register the images. These wavelet based techniques are no t considered to be 
computationally expensive [Bruce96]. The m ethod considered in this dissertation provides 
a way to further reduce this time complexity.
2.3.6 O ther considerations
A poin t-to -po in t match method for registration can be done by using a Singular Value 
D ecom position (SYD) technique to find a least squares fir. Alpert, Kennedy and Correia
18
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[Alpert90], in their study use SVD to register PE T  and CT data sets. In this study accurate 
anatomical localization was needed and multimodal registration was necessary to treat 
tumors. They knew that a tum or involved nodes that had increased glucose metabolism 
and this was used to manually obtain the hom ologous points. Evans et. al [Evans89] used 
the SVD technique to register PET and MRI o f brain images, while Hill, et. al [Hill91] 
used SVD to register point-to-point CT and MRI skull base images successfully. SVD is 
otten referred to as Principal C om ponent Analysis o r the K-L Transform. The SVD o f 
the covariance matrix o f  a cluster o f  points chosen automatically or with user help, is used 
to define the principal energy axis. The SVD also gives the variance in directions 
perpendicular to the energy axis line. To elaborate, the general idea o f  Principal 
C om ponent .Analysis, is to use the centroid o f  the points and find the eigenvectors o f the 
covariance matrix. The points used in the calculations, are those that are identified by a 
radiologist. In this dissertation we use points obtained by using the Wavelet Modulus 
Maxima. These eigenvectors o f  the covariance matrix describe the axis o f minimum least 
square distances for the given set o f points. This yields an orthogonal object reference 
system. T he same process is applied to the second image, that is to be registered with the 
tirst image. This inform ation is then used to derive the parameters o f the transform. This 
transform ation consists only of rotations and translations [Toennies8 8 |. Another 
advantage is that the eigenvalues associated with the eigenvectors o f the covariance matrix 
represent magnifications, and may be used to specify scaling parameters for applications 
that involve changes in magnification. Meyer et. al [Meyer95] nor only used points but line 
and plane descriptors in the registration process to find the Least Mean Square error 
during the optimization.
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A nother frequently used m ethod in medical image registration is based on matching 
m oments. Points and other landmarks are used in this process. The m om ent o f inertia is 
com puted and from that the principal axis o f  the object is calculated. The extent o f 
rotation is com puted based upon aligning the principal axis o f  inertia and then the 
translation parameters are com puted based on the centroid o f  the homologous points and 
landmarks.
Correlation based methods map regions o f  pixels on a best fit basis. This is widely used in 
image registration. Most o f  these techniques are semi-automatic. The hypothesis o f  this 
research is that using wavelets one can detect points o f  singularities in the images to be 
registered. This process does n o t require any user interaction. The images being registered 
have known landmarks that can be used for registration. These are located in certain 
regions o f  the image and the Wavelet Modulus Maxima can help identify these features. 
The points identified by the Wavelet Modulus Maxima form  structures that are shape 
invariant. We use principal com ponents o f  the shapes in the registration process. In the 
case o f  brain images the shape o f  the skull is invariant. This observation allows us to use 
the SVD o r m om ent of inertia technique to register the objects. The optimization 
function in m ost registration algorithms is a mean square error reduction among the 
homologous points. However, if the purpose o f  the registration is set image compression, 
then the optimizing function should be the difference image minimization. However a 
quantitative measure is the correlation coefficient and the goal is to maximize it by rotation 
and translation o f  the images.
2.4 M athem atical M odel for Registration
Let /,(.v,_y) and f 2(x,y)  represent the two images that are to be registered.
2 0
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Let
y
sense
represent the translation operator or transform . T 1 is the inverse o f  T in the
T~ X -  X= T . Since this is
_y_ y .
•  R ( 0  ) represent the rotation operator or transform . R  1 ( 0 )  is the inverse in the 
sense R ~ l ( * )  = / ? ( -  e ) .
•  M  be the scaling or magnification operator. M ~ x is the inverse o f  M  providing for 
shrinking o f  the image.
•  G l be the gray level adjustment that may be needed.
Since we are considering rigid body registration in this study, plasticity is n o t considered. 
The correlation coefficient, r , between two images is defined as
r  =
x= IMAGES]7E-\ y=IMAGESIZE-\ ________________  _________________
Z  Z [ / |  ( x < y ) - f \  (-Tfo>][/: ( x , y ) - / 2 ( t t ) ]
x=0 y = 0
-  x= IM 4G H 3Z E -\y~ IM A G E SIZ E -\\^ L \lA G E 3 Z E -\y ~ IM A G E S IZ E -\     . . .    . __________________
I Z  Z [ /> ( * > > ') - / ,( * ,t ) ]  Z  Z [ / 2 ( - t t ) - / 2 ( ^ t ) ]
■>1
Eq.2-3
,v=o v-0
Let f 3( x , y )  represent the image after registration obtained by translating, rotating, 
magnifying (or shrinking) and adjusting the gray levels in image represented by f ^ ( x , y ) .
f i ( x , y )  = R ( 9 ) T
0
Jo
M G Lf 2(x, y) Eq. 2-4
If we consider each o f  the images f \ { x , y )  and / 3 (.v,_v) to be normalized vectors with 
zero mean we have the relationships
Z / i :  (* ’>■) = 1 Eq. 2-5
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= 1 Eq. 2-6
Eq. 2-7
Z / 3(-V,v) = 0 Eq. 2-8
x .y
We can now establish the relationship between the mean squared difference (D ~)
between the images and the correlation coefficient (/■). The mean squared difference
\ D - )  is a measure Euclidean distance between the images and the correlation coefficient 
is the cosine o f  the angle between the images.
correlation coefficient ( r ).
2.5 C onclusion
This chapter presents some o f  the m ore commonly used m ethods in registration. There 
are several variants o f  these basic techniques that have been used for the purposes o f 
registration. Based on the literature survey done as part o f  the research for this 
dissertation, the schematic in Figure 2-1 was developed to represent the classification o f 
registration techniques. This research uses a novel and autom ated approach for locating 
the hom ologous poin t pair. M oreover, once the hom ologous point pairs are obtained, the 
transform  parameters are com puted using a new and different correlation measure. Most 
o t the research etforts in registration provide no quantitative and conclusive way of 
determ ining the accuracy o f the registration process. In this work the objective is to 
minimize the difference image by maximizing the correlation coefficient between the
Eq. 2-9
The objective o f  the registration is to minimize D~ which is the same as maximizing the
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images being registered. There is a strong likelihood that this process will be totally 
automated. These are major motivations tor this research project. Medical images may be 
stored using wavelets in the future. The use o f  wavelets is being widely touted by 
researchers in Medical Imaging (hospitals and commercial establishments). If  wavelets 
become the accepted industry standard for Medical Imaging, the results o f  this project will 
probably be used as a tront-end. The results o f  this project can also be implemented in 
registration o f  Landsat images.
To com prehend wavelets and this application, it is imperative that one understands 
Fourier Transform s and issues related to time-frequency analysis. The next chapter is 
devoted to explaining concepts o f  aliasing, frequency dom ain analysis and wavelets in 
general.
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Issues in Medical Image Registration - A classification
Features and level 
of Abstraction
Point Based
Operator
Interactive
(Operator
A nined)
Object Based
Rigid / Deformable
Automatic
Rigid
Rigid (LocaB,
Object3D
Intrinsic / Extrinsic Markers
Intrinsic M arten Objects attached lo Patients
Figure 2-1 : Classification ot Techniques ro register images
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C H A P T E R  3
TIM E FREQUENCY ANALYSIS A N D  TH E  
WAVELET TRANSFORM
Wavelets are used in this dissertation. Wavelets are new functions that are used to 
represent signals. They are alternatives to Fourier transform s. Wavelets are sh o rt waves 
instead o f  long waves. Figure 3-1 shows a picture o f  sinusoidal wave and Figure 3-2 shows 
a function that decays rapidly. Figure 3-3 shows the Mexican H at Wavelet. T he successful 
use o f  wavelets depends upon the actual signal and the application for which the  analysis is 
done.
-ID
-ESI
Figure 3-1 : Sine wave (does n o t decay)
To explain wavelets and its impact, we use Fourier techniques - the connection between 
time and frequency, as this idea remains the center o f  signal processing. W avelets are 
alternatives rather than replacements for stationary signals. However for non-stationary 
signals Wavelet Transforms provide a better analysis than Fourier Transforms. This new
25
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Wavelet T ransform  is much more local. Instead o f transform ing the time description into 
the pure frequency description, this new m ethod finds a good com prom ise - a time 
frequency description [Strang96]. Wavelets are ideal for analyzing non-stationary signals 
because o f  it localization property.
A function that  decays  to zero
Figure 3-2 : A function that decays and also does no t oscillate 
Mexican hat wavelet function
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
- 0.2
-0.4
■8 ■6 4 2 0 2 6 84
Figure 3-3 : Mexican Hat Wavelet (Function decays as well as oscillates)
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3.1 Introduction
A background for wavelet research includes background and knowledge o f Fourier 
Transform s and time frequency issues. This chapter is devoted to Fourier transforms and 
those time frequency issues that are needed as an introduction to wavelets and the Wavelet 
Transforms. An introduction to som e o f  the other transforms, for example the Walsh 
T ranstorm , W igner Distribution (WD) and the Windowed Fourier Transform  (WFT) or 
the Short Tim e Fourier Transform  (STFT) are also included because they have a role in 
this background material. This discussion focuses on the differences in the time frequency 
plane, when these transforms are used.
3.2 D efin ition s
Fourier Transform s provide a spectrum  showing the frequency con ten t o f  the signal. To 
explain some o f  the issues involved in signal processing and in frequency domains, the 
definition o f  the im portant terms are provided here.
• H ilbert space is a space that has an inner product. An inner product is defined as
( /  - 8  )  =  J  /  (  O  g  (  t )  d  t Eq. 3-1
w here if Lr(R)  denotes the H ilbert space o f measurable functions, then f  e L 2(R)  
and g  e  L2(R)  .
Gerald Kaiser provides a more comprehensive notion o f  a Hilbert space. A Hilbert 
space H is any vector space ( for example I2(Z) , l~{N)  and L2(R))  with an inner 
product satisfying [Kaiser94]:
1 . Positivity : | | / | | ) 0  for all f  g H  with f  *  0 , and ||0 ||= 0
2. Hermihcity : ( f , g )  = ( g , f ) V / , g  e H
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3. Linearity : < /  , cg + h >= c < f  , g  > + < f . h  > \ / f , g , h  e  H , c  e C  
A Hilbert space is the space o f all functions f ( x )  with finite energy. All speech signals 
and signals from images are finite energy signals. Let LP( R ) also denote the Hilbert 
space o f  measurable functions, then
\ \ f ( x ) \ p d x (+ o o Eq. 3-1
Let L' (0 , 2 tt) denote the collection o f  all measurable functions f  defined on an 
interval ( 0 ,2 ;r) with
2 - t
J |/ ( x ) |' f l6 f  < qo Eq. 3-2
0
The classical norm  f  (x) e  L" (R ) is given by
30
l l / l l 2 = \ \ f ( x f d x  E q . 3-3
-on
The convolution o f  two functions f  (x) e  Lr (R)  and g( x)  e Lr (R)  is defined as
oo
/(x )*  g ( x )  = J f ( u ) g ( x  -  u)du Eq. 3-4
— CO
where '  denotes the convolution operator. In the discrete case using a digital filter 
with filter coefficients h[n\ , the convolution is
T [« ]=  ^ x [ k ] h [ n - k ]  Eq. 3-5
k  = ~ x
with ou tput y [ n ] , and input x [/ / ]  representing some signal and filter impulse 
responses at discrete times t = nT  and where T  is assumed to be 1 [Oppenheim89].
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In an analogous manner, rhe two dimensional convolution o f  a signal
T he  discrete convolution in two dimensions o f  two functions :
1 . a signal f ( x , y )  represented in the form o f  a discrete array o f  size A x B and
2 . a set o f  filter coefficients h(x, y)  represented in a discrete array o f  size C  x D  is 
defined by the relation:
w here .v = 0,1,2,3,... M -  1 and _y = 0,l, 2,3 N  — 1 and where r denotes the
convolution operator. The M  x N  array represents one period o f  the discrete 
convolution in two dimensions, if M  and N  are chosen such that M >  A + C - l  
and N  > B + D  — 1.
•  T he  Fourier Transform  / r (w) o f  a continuous function f  (x)  is defined its
f { x  , y ) g L 2( R2) with a filter function h( x , y ) G L~(R~ ) is given by
Eq. 3-6
f ( x , y ) * h ( x , y )  = ——  -  m, y  -  n)
M i s  _ _ o  „= n
j .u-i.v-i
Eq. 3-7
Eq. 3-8
w here the inverse Fourier Transform  is given by
Eq. 3-9
In the discrete case we have the Discrete Fourier T ransform  given by:
F ( k ) = w S / W e
M  n=()
1
- 2  .T i*n
,V where k e  [0, N  -  I] Eq. 3-10
and the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform  is given bv
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.V -  1 2  T ikr ,
/ ( ' O  =  Y j F ( k ) e  V where // e [ 0 , N  -  1] Eq. 3-11
£  =  ()
The Fast Fourier Transform  (FFT) is functionally the same as the Discrete Fourier 
Transform  (D F lj  and they yield the same results. However the FFT has a time 
complexity o f 0 ( n l o g n ) and is profoundly faster than the DFT which has time
complexity o f  the order 0 ( n ~ ) [Bracewell8 6 ].
The Fourier transform  o f a signal *[«] is X( e ' w).  The signal is in the time domain 
■and X ( e ‘w) is in the frequency domain. The time variable n is discrete and the 
frequency variable w is continuous. X(e'w) is 2n  periodic.
Many sequences can be represented by a Fourier integral o f  the form 
1 T
x[n] = —  J  X ( e ,w) e ,nwdw  Eq. 3-12
—  -Jr
where X( e ' w) in discrete-time (signal processing notation) is:
ao
X ( e m) = ' £ i *t»}s "wn Eq. 3-13
n= -co
In general, the Fourier Transform  is a complex-valued function o f w . In “rectangular” 
form the Fourier T ransform  can be expressed as :
X { e w ) = X R ( e ‘w) + iX,  (elw) Eq. 3-14
In “polar” form, the Fourier Transform can be expressed in terms of the magnitude 
\X(e'w)\ and phase Z X ( e ‘w) as
X { e n' ) = \ X { e ' w) \ e ,- Ue^  Eq. 3-15
The reason for providing this expression in “polar” form  is to use the phase in 
determining the direction o f the gradient in a two dimensional vector held.
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• A nother point is that, by Parseval’s energy' equality, For finite energy signals, the energy 
is the same in the rime domain and the Frequency domain
.r> co
Total Energy' = J | / ( 0 | ‘  dt = J*[ / r (vi’)|- chv Eq. 3-16
— to - to
For any Function f  ( x ) , let f a(x)  denote the dilation o f  f ( x )  by a scale Factor o f 
a . Then
Eq. 3-17
|a | c7
•  For a two dimensional case, let L2( R 2) be the H ilbert space o f  measurable, square- 
integrable functions. The classical norm  o f  f ( x , y )  e  L2( R 2) is given by
l i / l l -  =  J  \ \ f ( x^ ) \d x d y  Eq. 3-18
-o ru -r jO
• The two dimensional Fourier Transform  is given by the formula [\Veaver83]
fO T)
F ( h'<, h,1,) = J \ f ( x , y ) e ^ yy)dxdy  Eq. 3-19
— 00— CO
• The convolution theorem  states that the convolution in the time domain is equivalent 
to multiplication in the Frequency domain. Similarly convolution in the Frequency 
domain is equivalent to multiplication in the time domain. Using the Functions that 
were used to define the one and two dimensional convolutions, we can represent the 
relationships as:
For the one dimensional case
f ( x ) * h ( x )  <=> F(w)  • H{w)  Eq. 3-20
F ( w) * H ( w )  <^>f ( x) »h( x)  Eq. 3-21
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where / ' ( u ) and H(w)  are the Fourier 'I’ransforms o f  the functions f  (x)  e  L~ (R)  
and h(x)  e  L'{R)  respectively and w is the variable denoting the frequency.
For the two dimensional case:
f ( x , y ) * h ( x , y )  c^> F ( w x, wy )» H ( w x, w y ) Eq. 3-22
F ( w* - wy )* H (w x - wy ) <=> f ( x , y )  •  h{x,y)  Eq. 3-23
w here wx and w v represent frequencies in the two dimensions x  and y .  / 7 (w r ,H,v.) 
and H ( w x, w y ) are the Fourier Transform of the functions f  ( x , y )  G L2 (R~) and
h(x, y)  e  L' (R~)  respectively. The * denotes the convolution operator and • 
denotes the multiplication operator.
For any function o f  f { x , y )  e  LZ( R2),  let f a(x,y)  denote f ( x , y ) dilated by a factor 
a . Then
f a ( x , y )  = H T / ( - , - )  Eq. 3-24\a\ a  a
A translation operation applied to a function y/{t) in com bination with a scaling 
action, this composite operation, is referred to as an affine operation. The affine 
operation simultaneously scales and translates the independent variable. 
Mathematically (assuming real numbers) the affine operation maps the original variable 
X into a new independent x' by the formula 
x -  b
x =
a
Eq. 3-25
where a is the scale parameter and b is the translation. It should be noted that affine 
operations are n o t commutative.
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3.3 D ig ita l Signal Processing
Suppose vi signvil f ( t )  is represented by N  sample points separated by A t . The total rime 
interval over which the signvil is sampled is:
T = MAt  Eq. 3-26
where T is the truncation window.
3.3.1 Sam pling
Continuous signals sampled at a frequency o f  twice the N yquist frequency can be 
reconstructed perfectly by the W hittaker-Shannon sampling theorem . For a digital 
com puter to process any signal it has to  be sampled. W hen we sample a signal xc ( t ) ,  we 
normally do so at a uniform sampling rate for a fixed period o f  time. T he process o f 
sampling can be viewed as using an impulse train m odulator followed by the conversion o f 
these values to a sequence. The difference between the sampled signal values x s(t)  and the 
sequence x[/l], is that xs(t)  is a continuous signal (specifically an impulse train) that is 
zero except at integer multiples o f T. The sequence x [«], on the o th e r hand, is indexed by 
the integer variable n , which, in effect, introduces time norm alization. This means x[rt] 
contains no explicit information about the sampling rate. In o th er words, samples o f the 
continuous signvil xc (t)  are represented by the finite num bers x[w] rather than vis the 
area o f  impulses in xs(t)  . When sampled speech signals or signals obtained from any 
process, even image signals are examined, they are basically a uniformly sampled sequence 
x[w], The Fourier Transform consists o f  periodically repeated values o f  the Fourier 
Transform of the continuous signal xc (t ) .  The periodically repeating copies of the
Fourier Transform o f x y(/) are shitted by the sampling frequency — and then
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superimposed ro produce the Fourier Transform  o f  the sequence .*[//]. Figure 3-4 shows 
the continuous-tim e Fourier spectrum o f  a band limited signal and that o f  a sampling 
function. It also shows the spectrum after the two signals are convoluted with no aliasing 
and with aliasing.
Since a signal can be sampled with a finite num ber o f  points, this sampling process 
truncates the signal by ignoring any value o f  the signal that is outside the truncation 
window. This has the same result as setting all values o f  the signal to zero outside the 
window. Since the sampled signal consists o f  N  independent measurements, it is 
reasonable to com pute using a total o f Appoints on the spectrum . Since we assume f { t )
consider N  evenly spaced sample points on the spectrum  F(s)  o f  / ( / )  and consider one
Frequency spectrum  are separated by an interval As,  then the entire period is N A s . 
Flence
is sampled with spacing A t  , its spectrum, F ( s ) is periodic with period
cycle o f  this periodic spectrum  centered about the origin; then N  points com puted by
either D FT or FFT on F( s ) is over the range  ------ < s <  —7—. If the N  points in the
& 2At  2 At ^
N A s =  —  
At
Eq. 3-27
implies
As = Eq. 3-28
NAt  7
If we consider a band limited signal with sm as its highest frequency, then .v,
maximum frequency that can be computed is inversely related to the time domain sample
spacing.
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Figure 3-4 : This hgure shows (a) Fourier spectrum o f a band limited signal (b) Fourier 
spectrum  o f  a sampling function (c) Spectrum o f  the sampled signal without 
aliasing and (d) the spectrum o f  the sampled signal with aliasing 
[Oppenheim89].
The sample spacing in one domain dictates (or is dictated by) the truncation width in the 
o ther domain. It we compute high-trequenoy com ponents o f the spectrum, then we must 
tinelv sample the time domain. High resolution in the spectrum (small Ay) warrants use of 
a large truncation window in the time domain, even if the function is narrow. Another
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observation that can be made for real signals (the case o f  signals from speech, images, etc.) 
is that the spectrum  F(s)  is Hermite |Castleman96||Vitterli92|. The left half o f the 
spectrum  is a m irror image o f the right half o f the spectrum. Therefore, from the point of
view o f inform ation content, the ^/-> real and the ^ 9  imaginary values in the left half of 
the spectrum  are redundant.
3.3,2 F iltering and Convolution
The m ost com m on operation in signal processing is filtering. Digital filtering can be 
im plem ented in at least two ways.
1. T he filtering operation could be implemented by digital convolution o f  the sampled 
signal .v[«] and the filter coefficients /i[/z].
2. T he second m ethod involves transforming o f  the input signal .v[«] and the filter 
impulse response h[n] to the frequency domain using the Fourier Transform  and then 
perform ing a simple multiplication.
If either the signal sequence x[n] or filter coefficient sequence h\rt\ is o f shorter duration, 
then digital convolution is computationally efficient. In wavelets, the filter coefficients are 
ot tinite length. They are called Finite Impulse Response filters. Digital convolution seems 
to be a better choice for digital filtering.
M ost naturally occurring signals are band limited. If the input signal f ( t ) is band limited 
1
to s  ~ , the convoluted sienal would also be band limited and with suitable
' 2 At b
interpolation, the signal can be reconstructed. However there is inherent truncation which
destroys bandlimitedness and additionally causes some aliasing. The effects o f  aliasing can
be reduced to tolerable levels by over sampling, or bv low pass filtering prior to sampling.
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From  digital signal processing techniques, we know that convolution with the impulse 
response produces artifacts at both ends o f the truncation window by smearing the 
discontinuity. While the smearing effect at the ends o f the truncation window cannot be 
avoided completely, it can be reduced to tolerable levels by :
1 . making the truncation window wide with respect to the im portant com ponents o f 
the signal, so that nothing o f  interest is damaged.
2 . arranging for x[ti] to have equal amplitude at each end o f the truncation window, so 
that little o r  no discontinuity appears when it becomes periodic. This is usually done 
by multiplying the truncated function by a w indowing function 
[Castleman96][Vitterli92] .
a i m  
a?
Figure 3-5 : Shows a sine function.
The box function shown in Figure 3-6 is also the representation o f  an ideal low pass til ter. 
Sub-optimal tilters particularly those that are easy to implement by com puter (the Flaar or 
box function tilter) can introduce artifacts into an image, usually w ithout warning. Filters 
involving the rectangular pulse in one domain, have an unsavory behavior in the other
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f s in .r]
domain due to the infinite waves o f the sine I  J function producing a '’ringing'’
V  X  y
effect. The sine function and its Fourier are shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6.
H r ( j « )
T
JL jl  n
T  T
Figure 3-6 : Spectrum o f the sine function - ideal low pass filter
3.3.3 D ow n Sam pling
Signal processing sometimes requires down sampling and up sampling o f  the signal. Down 
sampling [Aravena95][Oppenheim89][Strang96] is the process w here alternate sample 
points are discarded and a new signal v[«] is created. T he index for the new sequence is 
the same as before but the sequence values correspond to every o ther point o f  the 
previous signal. This can be represented by the transform ation in the spatial domain as 
shown below:
v[/t] = (4-2).y or v[/t] = x[2n]  Eq. 3-29
In the Frequency Dom ain down sampling causes the Frequency response magnitude to be 
scaled down by a factor o f 2. This is exactly the am ount by which the sampling rate is 
reduced and the Frequency Spectrum gets “spread-out” by a factor of 2. Frequencies are 
doubled when compared to the original sequence.
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Figure 3-7 : Downsampling
(a) Figure 3-7(a) shows the Fourier Transform o f  a bandlimited continuous-time 
signal:
(b) Figure 3-7(b) shows the Fourier Transform  o f  the impulse train o f  samples 
obtained with sampling period / ’;
(c) Represents the Fourier Transform o f the impulse train o f  samples just us in Figure 
3-7(b) bu t here the we are changing the frequency axis from D. to CO ;
(d) Figure 3-7(d) shows the discrete-time Fourier Transform  o f  the downsampled by 2 
with frequency represented as co :
(e) Figure 3-7(e) shows the same downsampled signal as in Figure 3-7(d) but here the 
frequency axis is in continuous time by £1 .
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Mathematically this translates to:
Eq. 3-30
Figure 3-7 [Oppenheim89] shows the Fourier Transform  o f  a bandlimited continuous-
D ow n sampling is illustrated in the Figure 3-7(d) and 3-7(e). In  image processing this 
means that we examine the signal with a lower resolution. D ow n sampling can also cause 
aliasing if the highest frequency in the band limited signal wn does not satisfy the relation 
wnM { n , w here M  is the down sampling rate (in the previous example M  was 2  ).
rate is 2. D ow n sampling is a comm on signal processing technique. In image processing
Analysis typically remains the same, application o f the filter in a iterative fashion leads to 
frequency banding.
3.3.4 U p sam pling
Up sampling [Aravena95][Oppenheim89][Strang96] is the process w hen the sampling rate 
is increased by a factor L . For purposes o f  simplicity, let us consider L —1 .  Typically a 
zero is inserted between every other sample thus increasing the num ber o f  sample points 
by 2. Figure 3-8 [Oppenheim89] illustrates the up sampling process in the frequency 
domain. This is a process that (in some ways) is considered the opposite o f down 
sampling. Mathematically this is represented as:
time signal and the Fourier Transform  o f  the sampled signal with sampling period T .
D ow n sampling reduces the signal length in the time domain by half if the dow n sampling
applications it allows for lowering the image resolution. Since the filters in the Wavelet
Eq. 3-31
v[2 n] = x[w] Eq. 3-32
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v[2 « + l ]  = 0 Uq. 3-33
IL  -  2 \
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Figure 3-8 : Upsampling
a) Figure 3-8(a) shows the continuous-time Fourier T ransform  o f  a bandiimited signal.
b) Figure 3-8(b) shows the discrete-time Fourier Transform  o f  the sampled bandiimited 
signal.
c) Figure 3-8(c) shows the Fourier Transform o f the signal in Figure 3-8(b) down 
sampled by 2  .
d) Fagure 3-8(d) shows the Fourier Transform o f  a ideal low pass filter with gain o f 2
.  n
and cutott frequency o t — .
e) Figure 3-8(e) shows the Fourier Transform o f  the original signal after it subjected to 
upsampling and then filtered with the low pass filer shown in Figure 3-8(d).
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In the Frequency domain this translates to the magnitude o f  the Frequency response o f 
the original signal being scaled up by a factor o f L , which in this case is 2. The Frequency
W nspread shrinks by a factor o f  L and the frequency w n becomes —j ~. There are L copies
o f  the spectrum  in the range [0,2tt] . This can be represented as:
V(w)  = F( 2w)  Eq. 3-34
Instead o t inserting zeros between every other sample point, usually a linear interpolation 
is done. If  the intermediate points are fit with a Gaussian curve, then the Gaussian curve is 
used instead o f  the zeros in the upsampling process. This filtering leads to  the “Gaussian 
sm oothing” . “Gaussian Sm oothing” is commonly done in Medical Imaging where a three 
dimensional image is generated from two dimensional MRI o r CT slices. T he inter-slice 
points are obtained by “Gaussian sm oothing”. M ost o f  the commercial signal processing 
software provide an upsampling function. The software m ust be used with a caution 
because they may actually be an interpolating function, instead o f  upsampling with zero.
0 .8 - 
0 . 6 - 
0.4 •
y  = s/n (x j + ( I / 3 J  sinfSx)
Figure 3-9 : Figure shows a plot o f a simple sine wave
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X0.5
- 0.5
y  = sinfx + 90) + ( f  /3 )s/n f3x + 90)
Figure 3-10 : The above figure shows the sine wave in Figure 3-9 with a non-linear phase 
added.
0 .8 ”
0 .6 -;
0.4”
0 . 2 - r
- 0.2
-0.4--
- 0 . 6 - -
y  = s/nfx + <SO) *  f t  /  3Jsin(3x + 9 0 )
Figure 3-11: The above figure shows the sine wave in Figure 3-9 with a linear phase 
added.
3.4 Frequency D om ain  Analysis
The Fourier Transform  yields a break down ot the frequency com ponents o f the signal. 
Another way to say this is, that the Fourier Transform  yields the frequency magnitude 
response and a phase response in terms o f the frequency. These characteristics are a 
function o f only the frequency- They provide no idea about how the frequency changes
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with respect to time. The Frequency Magnitude Response contains inform ation about the 
intensity and the phase contains information about the waveform. Linear phase systems 
introduce what is called an ideal delay but preserve the wave form. Figure 3-9 shows a 
simple wave. Figures 3-10 and 3-11 show the same wave as in Figure 3-9 with a non-linear 
and linear phase added to it, respectively. From Figures 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11 we can observe 
that linearity preserves waveform. Linearity o f  phase causes the m ost acceptable form o f  
signal distortion which makes signal reconstruction easier. It is for this reason that digital 
filters are usually designed with a linear phase.
3.4.1 Fourier Transform
The Fourier Transform  [Vitterli92][Weaver83][Young93| is very useful for stationary 
signals. T he Fourier Transform  is a technique for representing a signal in terms o f  its 
spectrum. In signals that involve music, speech, images, etc., the spectrum  evolves over 
time in a significant way. Their frequencies are constantly changing. This time evolution o f  
these frequencies is not reflected in the Fourier Transform, at least not direcdy. The 
Fourier Transform  contains information about the frequencies o f  the signal over all times 
(duration o f  the signal) instead o f showing how the frequencies vary' with time. Thus, there 
is no localized information when the Fourier Transform  is considered.
For signals such as images with sharp variations, o r signals with sharp discontinuities, a 
problem  with the Fourier Transform  is that in order to accom modate a discontinuity or a 
“steep-clim b”, high frequency terms appear that are not localized but are added 
everywhere.
This limitation led to the introduction o f two-dimensional signal processing tools which 
provided [Kaiser94][Chan93|:
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•  time-frequency representations. For example, the narrow Band Ambiguity 
Function (AF), Wigner Distribution, Short Tim e Fourier Transform, etc., provided 
the spectral properties that are rime dependent, i.e., non-stationary or quasi- 
stationary.
•  time-scale representations. For example, the wide Band Ambiguity Function, 
Wavelet Transform, etc., extract the localized contributions o f the signals with the 
scale parameter.
The delta function S ( t )  , has an infinite tem poral resolution and no spectral resolution as 
illustrated in Figure 3-12. Figure 3-12 also shows the Fourier Transform  o r spectrum o f a 
time limited function.
The Fourier Transform  is slave to the Sine and Cosine functions. When we compute the 
Fourier Transform , we are actually representing the function in terms o f  Sine and Cosine 
functions which are periodic functions. The Fourier Transform  is actually a great tool for 
analyzing stationary signals. However they are inadequate when it comes to representing 
non-stationary signals. G abor Transforms attem pted to address this problem . The Fast 
Fourier Transform  is simply a m ore computationally efficient reformulation o f  the Fourier 
Transform .
3.4.2 Walsh Transform
The difhculry ot the frequency spectrum  being unable to provide a time com ponent can 
be overcom e with the Walsh transform. This transform  has properties similar to the 
Fourier Franstorm, but with piece-wise constant bases instead ot the exponential sine and 
cosine bases jFournier94|.
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Bases and Resolution
Infinite Resolution (infinite energy)
Fourier Basis
S(t) COS(£Bq0
« temporal resolution 0 temporal resolution
0 spectral resolution « spectral resolution
Finite Resolution (finite energy)
time-limrted
,L
T
rect (f/r)
Good temporal resolution Poor temporal resolution
Poor spectral resolution Good spectral resolution
band-limited
sin e ( t /T)
Figure 3-12 : Shows figures ot functions with poor and good spectral resolution[Orr96]. 
The Walsh Transform  coefficients are given bv:
1
vh = ] f { t ) W t{t)dt  Eq. 3-35
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with vv0(/) = 1 , where j  ranges from 0  to co, and q — 0  or 1 .
The Walsh functions are normally defined and are 0  outside o f  this interval.
The orderings for their index / is usually equal to the num ber o f  times the function 
changes sign (zero-crossings o f  the function). Figure 3-13 is a time domain representation 
o f  the first 8  Walsh functions.
The Walsh function can successfully be used to represent certain discontinuities if they 
occur at integral values o f the spatial or time variable. But for the vast majority o f signals, 
where discontinuities may occur anywhere in the signal, the Walsh Transform  introduces 
high frequency terms that are added globally for all / to deal with singularities. Therefore, 
the Walsh Transform  suffers from the same deficiency as o ther transform s o f  unlocalized 
inform ation.
3.4.3 Short T im e Fourier Transform
The STFT [Chui][Rioul91][Kadambe92] attempts to deal with the non-stationary aspect o f 
signals by chopping the signal or windowing the signals into short consecutive segments 
and then com puting the Fourier Transform  o f the Windowed Signal. In the G abor 
Transform  a Gaussian Window is used.
The STFT o t the signal f  ( t)  is defined as:
Eq. 3-37
where h(t)  is the sliding window function centered at time r  .
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Figure 3-13 : Figure shows Walsh functions [Fournier94]
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In mathematical terms this equation is an expansion ot the signal in terms o t a family o f  
functions h ' ( t  -  r)eml, which are generated through translations r  in time and 
translations w in frequency. In the case o f  the G abor Transform  [Gabor46] the sliding 
window is a Gaussian Window o f the form
h(t) = h(0)e-*‘z and STFT{w.  r) e  Lr (R 2) Eq. 3-38
This transform  is often used in signal processing especially in the processing o f  speech 
signals. This implementation is done by convolving the original signal with a constant 
shape window function like a Gaussian window, com puting the Fourier T ransform , and 
then repeating the process traversing across the length o f  the signal. The results can be 
plotted in a time-frequency plane where the size o f the window remains the same 
throughout the plane. One known problem  with this m ethod is that it does no t capture 
frequency changes that occur inside the window. O ne way to capture frequency changes 
with time is to decrease the size o f  the w indowing function. However, this results in too 
many windows and increased com putational time. Additionally, the lower frequency 
com ponents are poorly resolved. It is no t possible to obtain arbitrarily fine localization in 
time and in frequency due to the uncertainty principle. The uncertainty principle dictates
the lower bound for the time-bandwidth product o f  possible basis functions by the
equation
A t • A w > —-—  Eq. 3-39
4 n
where (At)  and (Aw) are variances o f the absolute values o f the function and its Fourier 
Transform  respectively [Chui)[Araven95|.
The Fourier Transform  provides inform ation regarding how- the amplitude changes with 
frequency o r the phase changes with frequency. The windowed Fourier Transform  (STFT;
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decom poses a function into a set ot frequency intervals o t the same size in the frequency 
domain. The spatial and trequencv resolution o f a Wind owed Fourier Transform  is 
constant. In m ost naturally occurring signals like speech, images, seismic signals, music, 
etc., high frequency com ponents are o f shorter duration and low frequency com ponents 
are o f  longer duration. With a single constant window, it is difficult to analyze both the 
fine and large structures o f  an image. The single window resolution also introduces 
misleading high frequencies when decomposing local features Mallat89][Mallat92.l] 
[Mallat92.2],
Consider a function f { t ) that changes from a value o f  0 to 1 in a very short interval of 
time At  in the neighborhood o f some point tn. The function has a value o f  0 prior to 
the edge tn and hits a value o f  1 after the edge. Additionally assume that the rise o f  the 
edge, in the neighborhood tg, is a pure sinusoid wave o f  frequency wg. It is reasonable to 
expect that the STFT coefficients would decrease rapidly for terms with frequencies 
greater than vrn. However, in reality', this does no t happen because the edge is very 
localized and has only half o f  the sinusoidal wave’s period. Consequently when the 
frequency w is large with respect to w(), the modulus o f the STFT coefficients 
S( t0,w )  decreases slowly. Although the signal f ( t )  is locally a pure sinusoidal wave of 
frequency vvn, at a frequency 2vv0 , the STFT coefficient |3’( /n,vt'0)| is still about half the 
value o f  \S(t„ ,2vOI according to Mallat. This numerical property makes it hard to 
interpret the W'indowed Fourier coefficients when the feature is very localized with respect 
to the size ot the support window function h(t) . From  a computational standpoint, the 
inability' o t the STPF to produce an orthonorm al decom position also makes it less 
desirable [Chan93] (Young93] [Uioul92|.
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3.4.4 W igner-Ville D istribution
Wigner-Ville distribution was first developed for characterization o f phase-spacc 
uncertainty in Quantum  Mechanics [Wigner32]. Since phase-space uncertainty and time- 
frequency uncertainty are analogous, it is a tool for time-frequency analysis [Classen80j. 
The Wigner-Ville distribution is a time-varying pow er spectral density function computed 
as a time-varying, instantaneous estimate o f  autocorrelation [Kadambe92], The Wigner- 
Ville distribution attempts to overcome the time versus frequency trade o ff o f  the STFT 
with a distribution that can be represented as
coherent state arising from  translations and modulations o f  a single function.
This distribution exhibits a num ber o f  useful properties like time-frequency support or 
nonpositivitv, instantaneous frequency or beat frequencies (being real valued and perfectly 
localized for chirp signals) [Kaiser94], group delay, etc. By its bilinear nature, it introduces 
cross-correlation terms in the time-frequency energy representation. This makes 
interpretations o f  the coefficients difficult. Its Wavelet Transform  also exhibits cross terms 
in the energy distribution, however this is overcom e by choosing the wavelet such that the 
Fourier Transform  o f the wavelet F(w) — 0 for vc < 0 .
3.5 W avelets and Filter Banks
As quoted in the literature [Viterli92][Mallat97][Duchowski98] that a constant logarithmic 
scale tor frequency is natural to the ear and natural to the human eve. So the preference 
would be to observe high frequency com ponents in a highly localized time window and to 
observe the low trequencv components with longer time windows or windows with better
Eq. 3-40
w here / *  is the complex conjugate o f  f . This corresponds to  the Weyl-FIeisenberg
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frequency resolution. The Wavelet Transform  being a function o f scale and space provides 
this opportunity. Perform ing affine operations on the single prototype wavelet, usually 
referred to as “m other wavelet” in wavelet literature, creates a set o f  scaled and translated 
versions o f the m other wavelet called the wavelet basis set and this set serves as a set of 
basis functions for the analysis and synthesis o f  functions. Mathematically, the Continuous 
Wavelet Transform  (decomposition) o f  a function f ( t )  with respect to a “mother
t - b \
a swavelet” if/th =  J *ror a > ® can be written as inner products in L~(R) 
shown :
» 7 [ /m  Eq- 3 - 4 t
where a ,b  g R  .
•  The factor ensures that the functions y/ah have a constant norm  in the spac
L'{R)  o f square integrable functions.
Here the original function f ( t ) ,  a function over the independent variable t , is mapped 
into a new two-dimensional function across scale Cl and translation b . A wavelet 
coefficient W l [ f \  a ,b )  at a particular scale and translation represents how  well the signal, 
f ( t ) ,  and the scaled and translated ty(/) “m other wavelet” match. Therefore, if a part 
o f the signal . / ( / )  is similar to the “ m other wavelet” at a certain scaling and translation, 
then the wavelet coefficient at that scale and translation, W l [ f \  «,/>), will have higher 
magnitude. In other words, the coefficient represents the amount o f correlation between 
the signal and the wavelet at a particular scale and translation.
i e
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Since wavelets provide a finite impulse response filter, convolution in the time domain is a
wav to obtain the wavelet coefficients. The bandwidth o f  the filters is proportional to ~
a
[Prasad97][Strang96][Young93], The scale param eter a  is normally chosen such that it is 
inversely proportional to the frequency tv to obtain a time-frequency representation 
[Kad-ambe92][aravena96][Strang96][Young93]. Since the scale a  is chosen to be inversely 
proportional to the frequency >v, the Wavelet T ransform  provides high spectral resolution 
and poor tem poral resolution for low frequency. By the same argum ent, when a  is small 
the Wavelet Transform  provides high temporal resolution enabling a zoom ing in effect o f 
the singularities, and o ther local features o f  the signal.
The remainder o f  this section addresses the types o f  functions that are admissible as 
wavelets and their relation to multiresolution analysis.
Wavelets are localized waves o r functions with mean zero. For a function to be a wavelet it 
m ust satisfy the following conditions [Aravena95][Chan93] [Kaiser94][Young93|:
1 . the wavelet must have com pact support.
■r>
2 . J  y/{t)dt  = ^ ( 0 ) = 0 . This condition implies that the zero frequency com ponent must
- .x
be zero, ^(vv) is the Fourier Transform  o f  y / ( t ) . This condition implies that the 
wavelet exhibits an oscillatory behavior, i.e., the function takes on both positive and 
negative values.
Figure 3-14 provides an example o f  a wavelet namely the Hoar Wavelet and its spectrum. 
Figure 3-14 also includes the scaling function and its Fourier Spectrum for a Daubechies 
wavelet with 8  vanishing moments.
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• Haar W avelet
A0(t)
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(lawpass)
-1
-V(t)
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Haar Scaling Fn. (U2) Magnitude of FT
0  o j  1
Haar Wavelet (D2)
10
02
10
Figure 3-14 : Ih is  figure shows the Haar scaling function and Haar wavelet along with the 
Fourier spectrum o f each o f these functions. The figure also shows the 
Duabechies D 8  wavelet and its Fourier spectrum  [Orr96].
For computational efficiency integral powers ot 2 are used for frequency partitioning and
this provides a binary’ dilation o f 2 ; , a dyadic translation ot —  , and a typical wavelet set
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obtained from  x  — A’jV/', k e  Z . Th is is normalized to a unit magnitude and yields
basis functions o f  the form
j_
\f/; k ( ( )  =  2 2 y / ( l J x  -  k )  . Eq. 3-42
This basis will constitute an orthonorm al basis if
( v  0 ) .<fs  m .n 0 ) )  = 5 Jk •  8 mn Eq. 3-43
5  is the K ronecker delta.
Any L'(R)  function can be approximated, up to as arbitrarily small precision by a finite 
linear com bination o f  the y/a b [Daubechies88][Daubechies93].
The Wavelet transform  W l ^ f ^ l / 2 1 , k / 2 y) yields an integral wavelet transform  evaluated
at dyadic position b —k / l 1 with binary dilation a  — 2 J [Orr96]. The existence o f  the 
inverse wavelet transform  depends on the choice o f  the m other wavelet y / . 
Mathematically" for the inverse transform to exists, the wavelet m ust satisfy an admissibility 
condition
0 < C  -  T — — dw < +00 . Eq. 3-44
-+. ml
The reconstruction formula for the function f  is given by
f { t )  = - ^ \ ^ ^ W T \ f \ a , b ) y / { ^ - ^ ^ d b  Eq. 3-45
tor a > 0. It is these conditions on Cv that require ^(0 ) = 0 and that y/ oscillates. If y/
f:
oscillates then J' y/{t)dt  = 0 => ^/(0) = 0. The Continuous Wavelet Transform  is more 
like a group o t Short Time Fourier Transforms with a different window for each
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frequency. T he  STFT, (refer to Eq. 3-38) are obtained by translations through time and 
translations in frequency thus providing a constant bandwidth and generating a 
spectrogram  with fixed spectral and temporal resolution. In contrast, the Wavelet
Transform  is an expression in functions o f  ~j= y / ^  ^ /a )  generated by translations o f
b in time and dilations o f  a  in scale.
Both the ST FT  and the Wavelet Transform  are highly redundant when the parameters 
(w, r )  and {a,b)  are continuous. Therefore, the transforms are evaluated on a discrete 
grid on the time-frequency and time-scale plane. A nother reason for this is to reduce the 
required computational time. When this grid allows a set o f  basis functions to be an 
orthonorm al basis, we get a parsimonious representation meaning to say there is no 
redundancy. This is a very natural process for signals obtained from images. Usually we 
consider a dyadic grid; however, there is a good reason to consider a biorthonorm al 
wavelet basis. Practical uses o f  a non-orthonorm al basis is not com m on at this stage o f 
evolution; however, perm itting one and allowing redundancy for the purposes o f  error 
correction especially in the case o f comm unications over network lines shows its 
importance.
VCTien using Wavelet Transforms we will construct, in this research, wavelets or wavelet 
coefficients that lead to perfect reconstruction, especially when quantization errors are 
n o t considered. These filters in the analysis and synthesis banks are anti-aliasing meaning 
they cancel aliasing. To make matters easy, quadrature mirror filters may be added as a 
condition to make the construction ot the synthesis bank filters from the analysis filters 
(or vice versa).
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From  .1 signal processing point o f view, a wavelet is a bandpass filter. In the dyadic case it 
is actually an octave band filter. The Wavelet T ransform  can be interpreted as a 
constant-Q  filtering with a set o f octave band filters, followed by filtering at the respective 
Nyquist frequencies (corresponding to the bandwidth o f  that particular frequency). Based 
on this interpretation the multiresolution analysis view was introduced by Mallat [Mallat89] 
[Mallat92.1] and Meyer [Meyer92]. This multiresolution view is essentially a successive 
approxim ation procedure where we consider the signal at different levels o f  resolution. 
This process is widely used in image com pression, com puter vision and signal processing. 
The wavelet decomposition is a successive approxim ation m ethod which adds m ore and 
m ore projections onto  detail spaces or spaces spanned by wavelets and their shifts at 
different scales.
3.6 C onclusions
Wavelets can be used as a tool for detecting singularities. In this dissertation, wavelets will 
be used to detect the singularities. The location o f  the singularities leads to a set o f  points 
that are then employed, to register medical images. How this is done forms the contents 
o f  the next chapter. The next chapter dwells into the two dimensional algorithm to find 
the wavelet coefficients where in one case the image is down sampled at each stage o f  the 
iteration and in the other case the filter coefficients are upsampled instead o f  the down 
sampling o f  the image matrix.
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C H A P T E R  4
WAVELET MODULUS MAXIMA IMAGE
4.1 Introduction
Singularities and irregular structures earn,- im portant information about signals. Images 
with sharp changing intensity or gray scale provide the locations o f  the object contours. 
This is useful in the recognition o f edges, boundaries and im portant features. 
D ecom posing signals with the Wavelet Transform  into elementary' building blocks that are 
localized both in space and frequency, can characterize the local regularity' o f signals. The 
local regularity o f  a function is normally measured with Lipschitz exponents and these can 
be used for signal characterization.
4.2 D efin ition s and Derivations
The inform ation presented in this section is purely for information and background 
purposes, so that the reader would have a better com prehension o f the research. The 
inform ation that forms the initial part o f this section comes from various sources and is 
mostly w hat would be the content o f  a senior level or graduate course on “Real Analysis” 
[Aravene96][Burden93|[iVlallat92.2][Cohen89][Rovden88]. However the content is 
presented in the context o f its application to this research. We have also presented a more 
detailed derivation o f  some o f the results because the current reviewed literature assumes 
these results to be trivially obvious. At the early stages o f  this research, it was felt that the 
Lipshitz exponents could be also be used in our technique to register images. However as 
we developed our registration method, we realized that it was not significant to our 
m ethod. Therefore the technique we developed does not use Lipschitz exponents. The
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registration technique developed in this research uses the W avelet Modulus Maxima 
technique developed by Mallar [Mallat89] [Mallat92| and Zhong [Zhong90]. The 
theoretical issues relating to the Wavelet Modulus Maxima is discussed in section 4.3.
•  A function f . \ a , b \ —> R  is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz 
constant L on if for every x , y  e[a,Z>],
\ f ( x ) - f ( y ) \ < L \ x - y \  Eq. 4-1
•  If  /  satisfies a Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant L on an interval [a.A] 
then
/  eC [a,A ] Eq. 4-2
i.e., /  is continuous in the closed interval [a,Z>].
•  Let /  be a function defined on a set X  of real num bers and x0 s  X . /  is said to be
continuous at x0 if
l i m  A * )  = /U o )  Eq. 4-3
X—Xn
The function /  is said to be continuous on X  if it is continuous at each num ber in 
X  . C (x )  denotes the set o f  all continuous functions on X  .
It / h a s  a derivative that is bounded on \ct,b\ by L ,  then /sa tis f ie s  a Lipschitz
condition with Lipschitz constant L on [a,A].
A function f ( t , y )  is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition in one variable y  on a set 
D &R~, provided a constant L > 0 exists with the property'
| / ( ^ > i )  —/ ( ^ ,  V,)| < 4 y , - A : |  Eq- 4-4
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whenever (/, y , ) , , y 2) 6  D . L is called the Lipschitz constant for f  . If  to r L > 0
Eq. 4-5
tor all \ t , y )  s D  then f  satisfies a Lipschitz condition  on D  in the variable y  with
Lipschitz constant L .
From  elementary calculus we know that the continuity  o f  a function at a point does 
no t imply differentiability o f  the function at that point. However, differentiability does 
imply continuity.
•  Let n be a positive integer and let a  be such th a t n < a  < n + 1. A function f  (x ) is 
said to be Lipschitz a  at x0, if and only if there  exists two constants A > 0 and 
hn > 0  and a polynomial o f order t i , Pn{ h ) , such that for h < h a
there exists a constant A > 0 and for any x 0, x 0 + h  g ( x , , x 2 )  there exists a 
polynomial o f  order n , P„(h) such that
• Lipschitz regularity o f / ( x )  at x0, is the superior bound o f  all values a  such that 
f  (x) is Lipschitz a  at x0.
• A function is singular at x0, if it is not Lipschitz 1 a t x0.
• It / ( x )  is Lipschitz a  , for a  > n , then f ( x )  is n times differentiable at x„ and the
•  The function / ( x ) i s  uniformly Lipschitz a  over the interval (x , ,x ?) ,  if and only if
Eq. 4-7
polynomial P„{h) is the first n + \ terms o f the Taylor series o f  f  (x) at x „ .
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N ote  that for // = 0 , Pn{h) = / ( x „ )  -
Suppose f  eC "[fl.A ], y 1”-" exjsrs on [or,/?] and xu e [ a , h\.  For everv x e[a,/>] 
there exists <^ ( x  ) between xn and X with
f ( x ) = P n(x) + Rn(x) Eq. 4-8
where
Pn W  = f ( x o) + f W(xQ )(x -  x 0 ) +
2 ! n\
Eq. 4-9
Eq. 4-10
and
Eq. 4-11
The Taylor polynomial [Burden93] is also called a Maclaurin Polynomial (if x0 = 0) 
and that Taylor series is called the tMadaurin series.
•  The Lipschitz regularity or0 gives an indication o f the differentiability o f  f  (x) . If  the 
Lipschitz regularity a n o f  / ( x )  where n < < * „ < « +  1 is n times differentiable at xn
•  If f  (x ) is Lipschitz then its primitive g (x )  is Lipschitz a  +  1 . However it is not true
that if a function is Lipschitz a  at a point x„, then its derivative is Lipschitz or -  1 at
the same point.
• It a  is nor an integer and or > 1, a function is uniformly Lipschitz or on an open
interval ( x , , x , ) ,  if and only it its derivative is uniformly Lipschitz or -  1 on the same
interval.
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but its n lh derivative is singular at x0 then or,, characterizes this singularity.
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The local maxima o f  the Wavelet Transform  modulus provides enough information 
for analyzing singularities [Lu94j[Lu96][Holshneider93]|Mallut92j. These authors prove 
that the modulus maxima detects all singularities and the local Lipschitz exponents can 
be measured from  their evolution across scales. The local frequency o f  the oscillations 
o f  a digital signal can be measured from the points where the modulus o f  the Wavelet 
Transform  is a local maximum with respect to both  the scale and spatial variable 
[RiouI92][Zhong90]. By analyzing the Wavelet Transform  Modulus Maxima across 
scales, the white noise present in the signal can be differentiated from  the original 
image inform ation.
The classical tool for measuring the Lipschitz regularity o f  a function f  (x) is to 
evaluate the asymptotic decay o f  its Fourier T ransform  F ( w ) . A bounded function 
f  (x) is uniformly Lipschitz a  over R if it satisfies
X
wO|(l +|w’|a )fihv < + 0 0  Eq. 4-12
-  'JO
where
X
F ( w ) =  \ f { x ) e - ' mdx Eq. 4-13
-;r
This condition is sufficient but not necessary. This condition provides a global 
regularity^ condition over the whole real axis, however from this condition it is not 
conclusive w hether the function is locally more regular at any particular point .v„. This 
is because the Fourier transform  unlocalizes the information along its spatial variable. 
Hence, the Fourier transform does nor measure the local Lipschitz regularity o f a 
function efficiently or accurately.
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It one assumes that a wavelet has compact support, then the value o f  the Wavelet 
T ransform  WT\j"\(a, .vn) depends upon the values o f  f { x )  in a neighborhood of 
.Y„. In addition, the magnitude is proportional to the scale a .  A t fine scales (i.e., for 
large values o f a )  the Wavelet Transform will yield localized inform ation about f  ( x ) . 
A W avelet Transform  does provide excellent localization in both time and frequency 
especially as contrasted to the Fourier Transform , the G abor Transform  or the Short 
Time Fourier Transform, Lapped O rthogonal Transform s, etc. [Holshneider] 
[Mallat92.] [Strang96].
• The num ber o f  vanishing moments relates to  the sm oothness o f  a function. To 
discuss vanishing m oments o f  functions, we first consider the vanishing moments o f  a 
wavelet which are nothing but functions which satisfy the certain conditions which has 
been discussed in chapter 3. A wavelet y/(x) is said to have n  vanishing moments, if 
and only if for all positive integers k < n ,  it satisfies,
the function increase and in the frequency dom ain the function exhibits a sm oother
W o) are influenced by the regularity o f  the function f . In the previous 
chapter the Wavelet Transform was defined as
Eq. 4-14
As the  num ber o f  vanishing moments increases in the time domain the oscillations of
decay. The consequence o f  the cancellations o f ^(.v) is that the values of
Eq. 4-15
where it c  = do) < ^  > *ts inverse transform  is:
IL>
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This provides the basis o f  the following derivation, for a wavelet \p 
vanishing moments
f  ~  P , ¥a.b) + {P,  ¥a.b) | ^ |( /  " Pi  ¥e.b)\ + ( P  ,¥a
since \ P ,  y/a bJ = 0  w henever the degree of the inner p roduct is \ P ,  l//a 
a0 + ta , + t \  +.. M nan , ^  )=</„( 1, y/ab )+ a l(t, y/aJb )+ a 2(t2, y,aJb)+.. ,+an (/"
a n d, ( l ,  ¥a.b)~ 0> (P¥a.b) = 0 ,  (r ,¥*.b) = Q, { t \¥ * .b) = 0.
Using these results and applying them to our equations we have
l<*'7i/K“.*)l= |{/. ¥ , t ) \ = I t  -  p ,  ^ . ,) ls c ' Jk -  ( ' M
-C O
t o  00
C\ = c \ ^  l \ ay  + b - t „ \ a\i//(y)\iy
-  c o  -  .•«
\ q y + b - t a r  + M o r M i « r i > r + i * - ^ r )
:r>
C, 4 a  J \ay + b - 10\a\ < C, sfa { (|a|“ \y\“ + \b - 101’“)|y ( y ) \d y
~'C ~-n
w here C, = CC, . Let |b — /„| < C:.ci. From this we have
i . i or [ | a i , r,
\b -  t,\ < f J  \a\
We now  have
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with n +1
Eq. 4-17 
Eq. 4-18 
< a  - 1
¥  ah]
Eq. 4-19 
Eq. 4-20
Eq. 4-21
Eq. 4-22 
Eq. 4-23 
Eq. 4-24
Eq. 4-25
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• r
WF[f]{ci,b)\< Cz 4 a  + \h ~ ^ T j k W I ^ Eq. 4-27
\ W T \ f \ { a ,b )  < C z ^ ) [ \ a \ a\y\a + \C\\a \a\a) \ ^ ( y p y  Eq. 4-28
-cc
i H T t / X a . i ^ s C ^ l f l o r W X v J  + l ^ r W " ! ^ ) ! ) ^  Eq. 4-29
-CO
ao &
\w T [ f \ a ,iij\ < C , 4 a \ |a |“ | / | " ^ { y ^ d y  + C , Va J |C j |" |a |“ \ v ( y j f f y  Eq. 4-30
-C O  - 0 0
\ W l [ f ] { a ,b ) \ < \a \ a<'i)\ K ^ + K 2\ Eq. 4-31
\ W T { f \ a , b ) \ < K \ a r (?  Eq. 4-32
This shows that as the scale a  goes to zero, the amplitude o f  wavelet coefficients 
\WT[f~\{a,b)\ in the region |^ _ /0| ^  C3fl decays rapidly if f  is regular at f„, however 
it /  has som e singularity at this point, the decay is slow er [Cohen96].
C"* d a
l f  IF ( W , ) 1 ~ d T l  i exists for a  < (3 and f3 > 1 
 ^1 + I W| J
The Inverse Fourier Transform  is given by the expression
f ( x )  = J F { w ) e 2™ d w  Eq. 4-33
-  X'
Differentiating both sides we have
f f F  f ( x ) = ~J~T j  F{w)e-™"dw -  J F{w) - j—r ( e z™  )dw = j F{ vr)(2mw )" (e' )dw
Eq. 4-34
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d a
dx
-  f ( x )  = J F ( w ) ( 2 m w y { e lvxw)dw = (2 /r)“ (/)“ j F (w ) iw )a (e2mxw)dw Eq. 4-34
dx'
d a
- f i x ) < |(2 ^r)“ J J F{w)\w\a dw
dx°
d a
dx°
f i x )
f i x )
< \ i2x)a\ J
c k r
( i + k l )
a+fidw
Tpdw < oo for a  < P  and /? > 1
Eq. 4-35
Eq. 4-36
Eq. 4-37
( i + M ) “
As m entioned earlier in this section, a wavelet has n vanishing m om ents, if and only if 
for all positive integers k < n,  it satisfies the equation
|  x k 1 iyix)dx  = 0 . Eq. 4-38
4.3 Wavelet M odulus M axim a
For any integer p  < n ,  F(yv) can be factored into
F(w ) = i iw)p i f  iw)  
where
1. F (w )  is the Fourier Transform  o f  y/ix) and
2 . y/ix)  is the p'H derivative o f y / f x ) ,  i.e.
Vix)  =
and y / f x )  is an admissible wavelet. Hence
Eq. 4-39
Eq. 4-40
W l[f {x j \ i c i ,b )  = f i x ) *  y / f x )  = - ^ j ( f i x ) * a py / f x ) )  = a 1
d x 1
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The W avelet Transform  ot f ( x )  with respect to the wavelet i//(x) is thus equal to the
Wavelet Transform  ot its p'h derivative, com puted with the wavelet ty1 ( .t) , and
multiplied by a p (a is  the scale factor, and is inversely proportional to the frequency). 
I f  p  is an integer such that 0 < a  -  p  < 1 the function f  (x ) is uniformly Lipschitz a
d p f
on an open interval M  if and only if ~  p is uniformly Lipschitz a -  p  in the 
same interval.
It follows that the Wavelet T ransform  is well adapted to estimate the local regularity o f 
functions.
The Wavelet Modulus Maxima is useful in locating all the singularities in the signal. 
This dissertation research makes use o f this property o f  the wavelets to identify the 
singularities in the images o f  the brain to do registration. Mallat et. al. 
[Mallat89][mallat92.1][Mallat92.2] present the following argum ent regarding the
Wavelet Modulus Maxima. If  9a(x)  is a smoothing function and f  (x)  is some signal 
in / , ,( /? ) , then edges with the scale a are local sharp variation points o f  f { x )  
sm oothed by 0a( x ) . Consider wavelets y / \ x )  and ty,2 (x) defined its
u  d9a{x) d z0a{x)
¥* (*) = ~~dx  and y/a'{x) = —z Lq. 4-42
W T ' [ f { x j \ ( a , b ) = f * ¥ l b ( x) and WTz[ f  {x)\{a ,b) = / *  ipzb{x) Eq. 4-43
WT' [ / ( x ) ] ( a , 6 )  =  = a i ( f <x)* 3 X x ) )  E c l- 4 ‘ 4 4dx
w r z\ f  (x )](a ,^ )  = = a ^ ( f ( x )*eS x )) £q- 4-45
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The Wavelet Transform  Wl ' [ / w F  ,b) and 0 T : [ /(x )] (a ,A )  are proportional to 
the first and second derivative o f / ( x )  sm oothed by ( x ) . For a fixed scale a ,  
a,b)  yields the local extrema with respect to the variable x  and these 
correspond to the points where f J T " [ / ( x ) ] ( a , 6 ) changes sign, i.e, zero-crossings of 
fF7’" [ / ( x ) ] ( a ,6 ) . T he locations where )T7’2 [y(x)](a,Z>) changes sign, correspond to 
the inflection points o f  the function / * 6 [J( x ) . The local extrema approach has several 
advantages over the zero-crossings approach. An inflection point can be either the 
maximum or minimum o f the absolute value o f  the first derivative, see Figure 4-1. The 
local maxima o f the absolute value o f  the first derivative are sharp variation points o f 
f * & a{x) , whereas the minima correspond to  slow variation points. The two types o f
inflection points can be distinguished by observing the value o f  W T ^ f  {x )^a,b ) , but
they cannot be differentiated using the location on the x-axis w here W T ' ^ f  (x )](a ,6 )
changes sign, i.e., from the zero crossings o f  WT2 [ / ( x ) ] ( a , 6 ) . Therefore the
singularities can be detected by observing the behavior o f  f fT '[ /(x ) ]( f l,A ) . The 
Canny edge detector uses a Gaussian sm oothing function and is m ore suited for 
continuous functions. However, it does no t have a natural built in scaling function. 
The Wavelet Transform  has an advantage over the canny edge detector because it can 
be easily adapted to discrete signals, especially those using orthogonal wavelets. This 
will work well with image data. Another advantage o f  the Wavelet Transform  Modulus 
Maxima m ethod is that elegant recursive fast algorithms can be used to reduce 
computing rime. We adapt the definition o f  S. Zhong [Zhong90] to define Wavelet 
Transform  Modulus Maxima.
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A m odulus maxima occurs at a point (a0 ,.v„), if (a„ ,x 0) is a local maximum o f the 
modulus, and furtherm ore in any neighborhood o f  ( a 0,.Y0 ) there is a po in t )
with
M / K * ) |  * Eq.  4-46
/<*)
Figure 4-1 : This figure shows a function and then the plot o f the function convolved with 
a sm oothing function 6 a . The third plot from the top is a plot o f  the 
Wavelet Transform  o f  the function, where the wavelet is the first derivative o f 
the sm oothing function. The last plot is again the Wavelet Transform  o f  the 
function in the first plot. However the wavelet is so chosen that it is the 
second derivative o f the sm oothing function [ Mallar92.1],
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The local extremum is any point ( a „ , .Y  ) where changes sign or
I  d x  J
has a zero-crossing at x  - ,y„ , when x varies.
Using the derivation jpFr[y'(.v)](a,A)| <Ccia and by taking the log o f  both  sides o f 
this equation
lo g |t fT [ /(x ) ] (a ,6 ) | < log(C ) + a  Iog(a) Eq. 4-47
The Lipschitz regularity at x(j is the maximum slope o f  straight lines that remain above
l o g M / w I  in log scale. For our purposes o f registration, only the modulus
maxima is used in detecting the singularities in the signal. We extend this definition to 
m ore than one dimension by considering the local maximum o f  the modulus for all 
the neighboring pixels.
Let be a sm oothing function. (By sm oothing function we mean a function
whose integral over .rand  y  is equal to 1 and converges to 0 a t “infinity”). For each 
scale let &a(x,y )  represent the sm oothing function at that a  scale. Let f ( x , y )  be a 
function representing the image gray values. Then the sm oothed image (or low pass 
image) is obtained at different a  scales by convolving _/(*,> ') w ith 0a( x , y ) .  The 
gradient vector at any point is
V ( /* 0 J ( .v , j / )  Eq. 4-48
The direction o f  the gradient vector at any point (.v„, v„) indicates the direction in the 
image plane (.Y,_y) along which the directional derivative ot f { x , y )  has the largest 
absolute value. Edges are points where the modulus o f  the gradient vector is maximum
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in the direction towards which tine gradient vector points in the image plane. Let 
i/ / 1 (.v,_v) and y/~ (x, v) be two wavelets where
d 0 ( x , y )
¥  ( x , y )  =     Eq. 4-49
a x  4
d  9 ( x , y )
¥  ' ( x , y  ) =  Y y—  E T  4 ‘ 5 0
Since we will be considering the Wavelet Transforms at different scales, we can 
represent the wavelet functions at different scales as:
and<,'2 (^ )= 4 v (f .£ )  E q - 4 - 5 1
The Wavelet Transform can now be computed by considering the x direction and the 
y direction with components as shown :
WT'  [ f { x ) \ a , b )  = f ( x , y ) *  y /xa (x ,y )  Eq. 4-52
w T Z[ f ( x ) \ a , b )  = f { x , y ) * y / ; ( x , y )  Eq. 4-53
The edge points can be located by com puting the gradient vector at each point on the 
image plane using the two com ponents WT1 [/(x,.y)](a,Z>) and WT2{ f  (x ,jp )](a ,6 ) .
From an implementation stand point WTx{ f  (x,y)Y.ct,b) represents the vertical edges
and W1 "[y(x ,_y)](a,6 ) represents the horizontal edges. The modulus o f the gradient 
vector is proportional to
M J ( x , y )  = yj \WT'[f (x,y) ] ia,b) \2 + \ WT2[ f { x , y ) \ a , b ) \ ’ , Eq. 4-54
where M ' (x,_y) is the modulus o f  the gradient vector that can be computed at 
evert’ point in the image plane at scale a . The angle da o f the gradient vector with 
the horizontal ( x-direction) at scale a  is given by
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It should be noted that the modulus o t the gradient vector and the direction is 
com puted at every point in the image plane at scale a . The direction o t the gradient 
vector, as m entioned earlier, at any point indicates the direction in the image plane, 
along which the directional derivative has the largest absolute value. F rom  a practical 
standpoint, the Wavelet Modulus Maxima can also be com puted by com paring the 
modulus ot" the Wavelet Transform  at every internal point with its nearest eight 
neighbors to determine if the value is greater than one o f these neighbors and greater 
than o r equal to the rest o f  the neighbors. The location o f  the M odulus Maxima 
provides the edge information.
4.4 W avelet com putation
In the one-dim ensional case the algorithm to compute the wavelet algorithm  can be 
represented with the following diagram:
In this diagram the following notation is used:
•  *s the input sequence.
•  L( Z)  is the Z  - Transform o f  the Low Pass Filter .
•  H { Z )  is the Z  - Transform o f  the High Pass Filter.
•  ^2 implies down sampling by 2 .
The input sampled sequence represented as / [ « ]  is subjected to a low pass filtering 
operation. The low pass corresponds to a sm oothing filter function. The same image is 
also subjected to high pass filtering operation. The output from the high pass filtering 
operation provides the wavelet coefficients after down sampling o f the coefficients. After
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down sampling the output from  the low pass filter, it is passed to the next stage where it is 
once again subjected to a low pass and high pass filter operation. The output from the 
high pass filtering after down sampling provides wavelet coefficients at that stage. The 
ou tpu t from the low pass filtering operation after down sampling is passed on to the next 
stage. T he output o f  the high pass provides details and high frequency information. The 
ou tpu t from the low pass filtering operation provides a sm oother image. The process is 
repeated to a stage, w here the application environment dictates stopping the algorithm.
As m entioned in the previous chapter, the filtering operation can be implemented as a 
multiplication in the frequency domain or convolution in the spatial domain. In the case o f 
signals from images, the one dimensional case is generalized. We apply the Wavelet 
T ransform  to the rows and columns and to deal with the two dimensional signals, we 
assume the scaling function as separable. We then have :
Figure 4-2 : Shows the decomposition scheme for wavelet analysis
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</{x, v) = (p(x)<j(y) 
^ ‘( .v ,v )=  y/{x)<f>(y)
i//; (.v,.v) = 0{x)if/(y)  1
y )  = y/(x)y/(y)
where
•  <j x^) is the sailing function when we process in the horizontal direction
(parallel to the x-axis)
•  (f^y) is the scaling function when we process in the vertical direction (parallel
to the y-axis)
•  y/{.x) *s the wavelet that is used in the horizontal direction and
•  v{y)  is the wavelet that is used in the vertical direction.
When an image is transform ed from  the spatial domain to the wavelet domain, we 
essentially subject each o f  the rows o f  the image, to low pass filtering with the scaling 
function, and then down sample them  by two. This leads to  an image matrix with N  
rows and N/2  columns. Each row o f  the original matrix is also subjected to high pass
filtering and then down sampled by two. Once again we get a matrix with N  rows and
N/2  columns. So given an original image f { x , y )  shown in Figure 4-3, we obtain the
image f ' { x , y )  shown in Figure 4-4.
Each column o f  image f ' { x , y )  is now subjected to a low pass filtering operation and 
then down sampled. The columns o f  the image f ' ( x , y )  are subjected to high pass 
filtering and down sampling. This results in four images each one a fourth the size o f 
original image. In a typical Wavelet Transform  coefficient com putation, the image that is 
subjected to low pass in both the horizontal and vertical direction is taken as the input for
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the second stage and this image is subjected to all the operations the original image was 
subjected . This process is repeated until diminishing returns from  the application 
environm ent are m et stopping the process.
Original Image f ( x , y )  o f  an MRI o f  the brain
Figure 4-3 : MRI scan o f  the brain.
Figure 4-4 : Partial Analysis o f  the MRI o f  the brain.
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le columns o f  this half o f  the 
image are subjected to low pass 
filtering and downsampling
The columns o f  this half o f  the 
image are subjected to  high pass 
filtering and downsampling
The columns o f  this half o f  the 
image are subjected to low pass 
filtering and downsampling
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image are subjected to  high pass 
filtering and downsampling
Figure 4-5 : Wavelet decomposition o f  a brain image
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Ar each stage an input image f  (.v,_y) o f size N  x N  is decom posed into tour sub-images 
o f size (/V / scale)  x ( N  /  scale ) :
• An image is smoothed in the x and y direction; obtained by convolving
f 2j ( x , y ) * j ( x , y )
•  An image that has been subjected to high pass filtering in the horizontal direction can
contain information about vertical edges; obtained by the convolving
f 2j ( x . y ) * v ' i(x,y) .
•  An image that has been subjected to high pass filtering in the vertical direction can
contain information about horizontal edges; obtained by convolving
f 2j ( x , y ) * y / 2{x,y) .
•  An image that has been subjected to high pass filtering in the horizontal and vertical
direction can contain inform ation about diagonal edges; obtained by convolving
f 2j { x , y ) * t / f 3(x,y) .
The image th a t was subjected to low pass filtering operations serves as the input image for 
the next stage. Figure 4-5 shows the MRI o f the brain during and after the first stage o f 
the analysis. Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show  the next two stages in the process o f performing 
the Wavelet T ransform  on the MRI image.
Using the image containing horizontal edges (Figure 4-8) and vertical edges (Figure 4-9), 
the the W avelet Modulus image and the Wavelet Modulus Maxima image are computed. 
Figure 4-10 show s the modulus image after the first stage. Figure 4-11 shows the modulus 
maxima image alter stage 1. The iterations can be repeated for several stages depending on 
the demands o f  the application dom ain.
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4.5 C onclusion
In order to register images, the com putation o f  the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image 
one o f  the key steps.
/ ' W \
i  <
T he image sm oothed in both the 
horizontal y id  vertical direction serves 
as the input tp r  the next stage.
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Figure 4-7: Stage three o f  wavelet decom position o f an MRI image o f the brain
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Figure 4-8 : Image showing horizontal edges
Figure 4-9 : Image showing vertical Edges
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Figure 4-10 : Shows the Modulus Image
Figure 4-11 : Image showing the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image
This chapter dealt w ith the computation o f  the Wavelet Modulus Maxima image and the 
computation o f  the  Wavelet Transform . Both theoretical and practical issues were 
explored, however, several implementation issues need clarification. The next chapter 
addresses im plem entation o f  these issues as well as our m ethodology to register images.
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C H A P T E R  5
REGISTRATION, IM PLEM ENTATION A N D  
VALIDATION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter details the step by step procedure to register images and implementation 
issues relating to the registration procedure. A section o f  this chapter is devoted to issues 
related to the validation o f  registration techniques used in this dissertation.
5.2 Steps in the registration process
In this section a step by step procedure to register two images is presented.
Step 1 - Compute the Wavelet Modulus Maxima for both images
W hen we register one image with another w e determ ine Wavelet M odulus Maxima 
for each image. In Chapter 4 the procedure to obtain the W avelet Modulus 
Maxima o f  any image was presented. For this discussion, we consider the two 
simple images shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. These are MRI images o f  the brain 
obtained from  the same patient that have been rotated and shifted. T he Wavelet 
Modulus Maxima for the images in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 are shown in Figures 5-3 
and 5-4 respectively.
Step 2 - Find the convex hull for both the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Images
We use the Akl-Tousant Hull Algorithm to determ ine the points on the Convex 
Hull. This algorithm is included in Appendix C o f  this dissertation. T he Wavelet 
Modulus Maxima Image obtained in Step #  1 is the input for the Akl-Tousant 
Hull Algorithm.
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Figure 5-1 : Image #  1 MRI o f the brain Figure 5-2 : Image #  2 (Image #  1 rotated)
We take the original image and obtain the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image
Figure5-3 : Modulus Maxima Image for 
image on Figure 5-1
Figure 5-4 : Modulus Maxima Image for 
image on Figure 5-2
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T he convex hull program  uses the image displayed in Figure 5-3 as input and 
determines the points on the convex hull displayed in Figure 5-5. Similarly using 
the image displayed in Figure 5-4 as input the hull program produces the set of 
points on the convex hull displayed in Figure 5-6.
Figure 5-5 : Hull points obtained using the Figure 5-6 : Hull points obtained using the 
image on Figure 5-3. image on Figure 5-4.
Step 3 - Move each image to the center of the image frame.
Using the points that form the convex hull for each image, find the centroid for 
each image from o f  the points on the hull. Then move the original image using the 
centroid to the center o f  the image frame. Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show  the original 
images centered in the image frame.
Step 4 - Find the principal components of both images and compute the angle.
Find the principal com ponents o f  the images using the points on the hull. Using 
the principal axis o f these points, we compute the rotation angle. We then rotate 
one o f the two images by this rotation angle. Since both images were moved to the 
center o f  the frame, this m ovem ent is actually a translation. A fter this translation
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followed by rotation o f one o f  the images, the two images are registered. Figure 
5-9 shows the rotated image. The registered images can be fused in a variety o f 
ways. The fusion of registered images is a separate im portant area that requires 
image registration. Each application dictates how images are fused. In Medical 
Imaging, the modalities can dictate the fusing technique.
Figure 5-8 : Rotated Image
Figure 5-9 : Registered Image
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Images in Figures 5-7 and 5-9 are registered using the tour steps given in this 
section. Even though four different steps were used for the explanation o f the 
m ethod, software can be written to integrate these steps into one. The next 
chapter provides a pseudo code for som e of the steps, in order to provide better 
clarity from  a program m ing point o f  view. Iteration is used to improve the 
accuracy.
5.3 Im plem entation  Issues
This section deals with implem entation issues about processes, software and 
program m ing.
5.3.1 Software
T he software was written in a C + +  environm ent, however the software could have been 
w ritten in any o ther language. Though the programs were compiled in a Visual C + +  
environm ent only C features were used. Two reasons prom pted this choice:
1. The Visual C + +  provided type checking and better adherence to a safer program ming 
environm ent. By using the C + +  compiler, this was ensured in the programming 
process; however the object oriented features were not used.
2 . The C language is widely available especially in embedded system environments. Thus 
a greater portability o f this code is achieved.
T he program m ing was actually done on a PC; however the code can be easily adapted to 
o ther environm ents like UNIX, etc.
Particular attention was paid to features like order o f  multiplication, use o f double and 
long double where precision was important. Software engineering principles calls tor 
partitioning the code into functions. This was done only as far as efficiency was nor 
sacrificed. Macros were used to provide readability as well as for inlining the code.
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5.3.2 W avelet C om putation
5.3.2.1 S ignal E xtensions
The first issue that the software addresses is extension o f  the signal. This is necessary 
because we are dealing with finite signals when we use signals from images. In the process 
o f  com puting the Wavelet Transform, we m ust convolve the input signal (image) with the 
high pass and low pass filters at each stage. This convolution causes border distortions to 
the signal in all finite signals. W hen this occurs there are three options available to extend 
the signal in the time domain leaving the gray code field to resolve this issue:
SAMPLED ORIGINAL SIGNAL
10
Sample Number
Figure 5-10 : Original sampled signal
Extending the signal by zeroes both before and after the actual signal. Figure 5-10 
shows an example ot a one dimensional signal and Figure 5-11 shows the signal 
padded with zeros shown as dots. In signal theory, extending signals bv zeros is
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referred to as Zero-padding. Zero-padding introduces a jump in the function and 
causes border distortions in normal images that extend to the frame boundary.
SAMPLED ORIGINAL SIGNAL EXTENDED BY PADDING WITH ZEROES 
15
10 -
G)
S
CO
(5
0<S— 9 — S — <3— 9 - -®—e— o—o  o — >— 
1510
Sample Number
20
Figure 5-11 : Original sampled signal with zero padding
•  The signal is extended by repeating the signal. This is good if the signal is genuinely 
periodic or alm ost periodic. The filter matrix becomes circulant and can be 
implemented by using the modulus operation on the index o f  the matrix holding the 
filter. However it also produces a jump in the signal introducing border distortions. 
Figure 5-12 shows the signal in Figure 5-10 extended by periodicity. In signal 
processing, when a signal is extended by repeating the signal, it is often referred to as 
“extended by periodicity'” .
• Signals can be extended by reflecting the signal at either end. This is referred to in 
signal processing language as symmetric extension. Symmetric extension extends the 
images in a continuous way at the border.
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SAMPLED ORIGINAL SIGNAL EXTENDED BY REPEATING THE SIGNAL 
15
10
Sample Number
Figure 5-12 : Original sampled signal with periodic extension
SAMPLED ORIGINAL SIGNAL EXTENDED BY REFLECTING THE SIGNAL 
15
5 10
Sample Number
Figure 5-13 : Original sampled signal with symmetric extension
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Although the objective performance o f  circular convolution is good, symmetric extension 
produces the best results according to image processing literature [Strang96J[Proakis95J. 
Figure 5-13 shows the original signal in Figure 5-10 extended using the technique o f  
symmetric extension. In our use o f  MRI images o f  the brain, the brain image often resided 
several pixels away trom the border and the choice o f extension had no negative effect. 
But since this registration process could be generalized for use with other application 
areas, sym m etric border extensions were chosen and implemented.
5.3.2.2 C hoice o f  Wavelets
Wavelet theory  and its application to  image processing provides us with the knowledge 
that orthogonal wavelets are not symmetric. However, biorthogonal wavelets are 
symmetric. Additionally, we wanted the filters to be maximally flat half band filters. 
Maximally flat filters are filters that have more zeroes (z-domain) a t frequency a> = 0  and 
co = k  . I f  we chose filters that are not maximally flat, they tend to produce a 
checkerboard effect according to Strang and Nguyen[Strang96]. In the spatial domain this 
means that we are interested in an increasing num ber o f  vanishing m oments being zero. 
Increasing the num ber o f  vanishing m om ents produces sm oo ther wavelets with more 
oscillations. T he consequence o f producing sm oother wavelets is that the num ber o f filter 
coefficients increase [Strang96]. As the num ber o f filter coefficients increase, the 
com putational efficiency is adversely affected. So, the choice o f  wavelets is a tradeoff 
between these competing interests. In the registration process, we are primarily interested 
in the analysis phase o f the Wavelet Transform  and not in synthesis or reconstruction, and 
in this strict sense, these considerations regarding a checkerboard effect, ringing, etc. are 
n o t an im portant. However, it is likely that wavelets will becom e a larger part of Medical 
Imaging in the future and registration may serve as a necessary' preprocessing step. If that
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happens, num ber of coefficients which impacts the computational efficiency becomes 
more im portant in registration o f  images. Hence, this factor was taken into account in our 
choice o f wavelets. Even so, a large num ber o f  candidate wavelets could have been 
selected for ou r purpose o f  com puting the Wavelet Modulus Maxima because they 
satisfied the needed conditions.
For the purposes o f  this dissertation we selected and used the quadratic spline wavelet 
shown in Figure 5-14. It is antisymmetrical, and has small compact support. The cubic 
spline serves as the sm oothing (scaling) function. The derivative o f  the quadratic spline is 
the cubic spline. Figure 5-15 shows a plot o f  the cubic spline function. Haar Wavelets are 
the simplest o f  the wavelets and the scaling Sanction is simply a box function. Haar 
Wavelets have one vanishing m om ent, which means that they do not approximate 
functions very rapidly. Similarly, the wavelet coefficients when Haar Wavelets are used do 
not tend to zero as fast as alm ost all o ther known wavelets, at finer levels. Therefore, Haar 
Wavelets do n o t produce as m uch contrast in coefficient size between sm ooth and n o n ­
sm ooth sections o f  the image as wavelets with m ore vanishing m oments. Daubechies 
Wavelets, the M orlet Wavelet, the Mexican Hat Wavelet, the Coiflet Wavelets and the 
Symlet Wavelets do not satisfy the condition that the wavelet function is the derivative o f 
the scaling function. This is a necessary condition that the wavelet must satisfy in order for 
the Wavelet Modulus Maxima technique, according to Mallat [Mallat89] [Mallaf92|. The 
next chapter, presents results o f  using this registration process on a num ber o f  data sets. 
There are o ther considerations that serve as determinants for the choice o f  filters used in 
any application where wavelets are used. Signals processing using filters, require us to 
permit either low frequency o r high frequency o r o ther frequency com ponents o f the 
signal to pass through the filter but then may require the attenuation o f the frequency
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components that are to be filtered out o f  the processed signal. Com putation o f  the 
Wavelet Transform  coefficients require subjecting the signal to high pass and low pass 
filters during each phase o f  the com putation, as explained in the previous chapter. Ideally 
in all such cases we would like to have a perfect stop band attenuation. However, there is 
no ideal filter that provides a perfect stop band attenuation, w hen finite impulse response 
filters are considered. We encounter, the well docum ented phenom enon known its the 
Gibbs phenomenon[Rasmussen93] causing frequency leaks and stop band errors. 
Conventional digital signal processing techniques settle for the stop band error to be 
equiripple [Strang96][Proakis95][Oppenhein89].
**•- 1 5
Quadratic Spline Wavelet
Figure 5-14 : Quadratic Spline Wavelet
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Figure 5-15 : Cubic Spline Function. (Derivative o f the Quadratic Spline Wavelet)
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5.3.3 Convex H ull Algorithm
There are several algorithms that can be used to find the convex hull o f  a set o f points. 
We used the algorithm by Akl and Toussaint [Akl78j [Akl79]. This algorithm is presented
in Appendix A. The algorithm has computational time complexity O (ttlo g tt) . This is a 
fast algorithm that can be easily parallelized. We chose this algorithm from  among the 
many available and equally efficient algorithms because o f  its simplicity. T he data structure 
used is a doubly linked list which allows back tracking and elimination o f  points not on the 
hull. However if the dimensionality o f the image were to be increased, this algorithm must 
to be modified or replaced.
5.3.4 Principal Com ponent Analysis
This program is designed and written for two dimensional images. However this program 
can be easily modified for images with more than two dimensions. The code for this 
program  com putes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for both images plus the angle 
between the principal axes o f the two images. T he details o f  this com putation are 
presented in Appendix C.
5.3.5 Translation
Each image o f  the brain is “m oved” to the center o f  the image frame. The centroid o f 
each image is computed using the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image. Based on the 
coordinates o f each centroid, the required displacement is determined. The center of the 
image frame is located at the coordinate location [IM A G E SIZ E /2 , IM A G ESIZE /2], 
w here IM A G ESIZE is the number o f pixels in one dimension o f the image. For a 
256 x 256 pixel image, the IM AGESIZE is 256. Sometimes, w hen an image is translated, 
parts o f the image tall outside the new image frame. W hen this occurs, the part o f the
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image outside the frame is discarded. It is assumed that the parts o f  the image that 
outside o f the convex hull constitute no actual part o f  the MRI o f  the brain. It is 
assumption that no useful information is lost. Figure 5-16 reflects this part o f  
implementation.
256
(0 ,0) 256
Image frame
Shifted image frame
This part o f  the image 
frame is filled with zeroes
This part o f the original 
image after translation 
falls outside o f  the 
image frame and is 
discarded
Figure 5-16 : Shows the effects o f  translation o f  the image frame.
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5.3.6 Rotation
The rotation has its origin o f rhe frame of reference at the center o f the image frame. The 
rotation matrix for clockwise rotation through angle 9  is given by
cos 9 s in # '  1 k
R =
-  s in # COS#
= cos#
- k  1
where k  — tan 9 .  Implementing the matrix with k  saves extra multiplication [Strang96]. 
When we rotate the image frame about rhe center o f  the frame, the corners o f  the rotated 
image frame are no longer contained within the unrotated frame. We discard the parts o f  
the image that are no longer contained within an unrotated frame as shown in Figure 5-17.
Unrotated Image 
\
Discarded Rotated Image
Discarded
 ^' \\NS S
'N N \ vfc
Discarded
Figure 5-17 : Shows the effect of rotation o f  the image frame
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5.4 Validation
The question to be answered is: Mow does one know if the objects have been registered 
correctly? In medical imaging, there is no unique o r standard m ethod to validate the 
registration process. In current professional meetings on Image Registration, this issue has 
been vigorously discussed and debated. There are several practices that are normally used 
to gauge the accuracy o f registration which will be examined.
5.4.1 U sin g  a physician to validate
In many registrations, physicians identify the points on objects that are to be registered. 
Since they are responsible for the diagnosis, they act as the judge w hether the registration 
is accurate. Studies have shown that this m ethod is very physician dependent and hence 
subjective. For lack o f  a standardized m ethod for registration, this m ethod of validation is 
the usual practice.
5.4.2 U sing  the difference Im age to validate
At the outset, when this dissertation was proposed, it was believed that the difference 
image would serve as a measure to judge the accuracy o f  registration. T he difference image 
would have longer run lengths once the images are registered. At first glance, this appears 
to be an excellent idea. However, run length encoding has some intrinsic problems in the 
wav it encodes data. The run length encoding algorithm is only efficient for images that 
have long run lengths. However, if images have short lengths, run length encoding can 
double the size o f the encoded image. O ur experimental results produced almost doubled 
encoded image sizes. For example an MRI o f the brain in PG M  form at has an image size 
ot 65,607 byres and its run length encoded size balloons to 116.048 bytes, which is almost 
double the size o f the original image. Run length encoding has an analogous effect on its 
difference image file. According to Castleman [Castleman96] difference images produce
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strong gradients. If a registration process is not accurate, the difference image is one which 
has strong gradients. The m ethod we have proposed determines the translation and 
rotational parameter accurately and produces resultant registrations with an accuracy 
within two degrees o f  perfect registrations in the tests used.
5.4.3 U sin g  a Scatter plot to validate
The scatter plot is an excellent tool to verify if two images are correlated. The scatter plot
o f  two images and f 2{x , y )  is obtained by plotting the points (G ,,G ; ) where
G, is the gray level at any pixel position (x,_y ) in the first image and G, is rhe gray level
at the same pixel position in second image. We obtain all the points in the scatter plot by 
considering every pixel location in both images. If  two images are completely correlated,
then these points will cluster about the 45° degree line passing through the origin. Our 
experimental results show that this happens only if the two images are perfecdy registered 
and similar.
I t is sometimes difficult to notice translation or rotation in normal video, hence the MRI 
images o f  the brain is printed in reverse video format. In reverse video, gray level o f  zero 
is represented by black and gray level o f 255 is represented by white.
Figure 5-18 shows a plot o f an image o f LEN A with an MRI. We see that the scatter plot 
is well spread out. However if we look closely at the scatter plot o f the two brain MRI’s in 
Figure 5-19 m ost o f  the points tend towards a 459 line passing through the origin. 
However as images are aligned spatially we see that the scatter plot begins to show points
falling more or less on a 45 ’ through the origin. To dem onstrate the effect o f spatial 
misalignment due to rotation, on the scatter plot and how scatter plots can be used in 
registration, Figures 5-20 through 5-28 were developed.
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IM A G E #  1 (LENA)
IM A G E #  2 (MRI o f  the brain)
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Figure 5-18 shows the scatter plot of two uncorrelated (LENA and MRI shown) images. 
There is no clustering observed about a 45 ' line passing through the origin.
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It two images are similar, rhe scatter plot shows some clustering about the 45" line 
through the origin. Figure 5-19 shows the scatter p lo t o f two MRI images o f  the brain. 
The images are similar in rhe sense that they are MRI images o f  the brain, but come from 
two different patients.
IM A G E #  2 (MRI o f the brain obtained from a different patient)
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Figure 5-19 : Scatter plot o f brain images obtained from two different patients.
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Figure 5-20 shows rhe scatter plot o f a brain image with a rotated version o f  the
image where rhe rotation is bv 25".
IM A GE #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
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IM A G E #  2 (Image #1 rotated by 25° )
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Figure 5-20 : Scatter plot of an MRI brain image with its rotated version (25").
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Figure 5-21 shows the scatter plot o f  a brain image with a rotated version o f  the
image where rhe rotation is bv 2 0 °.
IM A G E #  1 (MRI o f the brain)
IM A G E #  2 (Image #1 rotated by 20° )
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Figure 5-21 : Scatter plot o f an MRI brain image with its rotated version (20°).
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Figure 5-22 shows rhe scatter plot o f  a brain image with a rotated version o f  the same
image where the rotation is bv 10°.
I .MAGE #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM A G E  #  2 (Image #1 rotated by 10° )
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Figure 5-22 : Scatter plot o f  an MRI brain image with its rotated version (10°).
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Hgure 5-23 shows the scatter plot of a brain image with a rotated version o f  the
image where the rotation is bv 5".
IM A G E #  1 (MRI ot the brain)
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IM A G E #  2  (Image #1 rotated by 5° )
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Figure o-23 : Scatter plot o t an MRI brain image with its rotated version (5°).
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I'igure 5-24 shows rhe se.irrer plor or a brain image wirh a rotated version o f  rhe same
image where the rotation is bv 4".
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higure 5-24 : Scatter plor ot an MRI brain image with its rotated version (4°).
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F'igure 5-25 shows the scatter plot o t a brain image with a rotated version o t the
image where the rotation is by 3".
IM A G E #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
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Figure 5-25 : Scatter plor ot an MRI brain image with its rotated version (3").
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Figure 5-26 shows the scatter plot o f  a brain image with a rotated version o f  rhe same
image where the rotation is by 2°.
IM A G E #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM A G E  #  2 (Image #1 rotated by 2° )
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Figure 5-26 : Scatter plot ot an MRI brain image with its rotated version (2°).
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Figure 5-27 shows the scatter plot o f  a brain image with a rotated version o f  the
image where the rotation is hv l".
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Figure 5-27 : Scatter plot o f an MRI brain image with its rotated version (1°).
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When two images are perfectly registered, the cluster o f points on rhe scatter plot is on a 
45° line that passes through the origin. Figure 5-28 is a plor o f  two perfectly registered 
images.
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IM AGE #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM AGE #  2 (Same as IM A G E #  1. Ideal case o f  perfect registration)
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Figure 5-28 : Scatter plot o f  two perfectly registered MRI brain images
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Figures 5-29 through 5-35 dem onstrate the effect on the scatter plot due to spatial 
misalignment resulting from translation. Figure 5-29 shows a scatter plot o f  a MRI image 
ot the brain with the same image translated by one pixel in the horizontal direction and 
one pixel in the vertical direction.
IM AGE #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM A G E #  2 (Translated version o f  IM AGE #  1)
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Figure 5-29 : Scatter plot o f  an MRI brain image with its translated version .
(Horizontal translation - 1 pixel and vertical translation - 1 pixel)
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Figure 5-30 shows a scatter plot ot a MRI image o f  the brain with the same image
translated by two pixels in the horizontal direction and two pixels in the vertical direction.
IM AGE #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM AGE #  2 (Translated version o f  IM A G E #  1)
(Horizontal translation - 2 pixels and vertical translation - 2 pixels)
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Figure 5-30 : Scatter plor o f  an MRI brain image with its translated version .
(Horizontal translation - 2 pixels and vertical translation - 2 pixels)
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Figure 5-31 shows a scatter plor o f a MRI image o f  the brain with the same image
translated by three pixels in the horizontal direction and three pixels in the vertical
direction.
f - V > ,
IM A G E #  1 (MRI of the brain)
IM A G E #  2 (Translated version o f IM AGE #  1).
(Horizontal translation - 3 pixels and vertical translation - 3 pixel)
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Figure 5-31 : Scatter plot ot an MRI brain image with its translated version .
(Horizontal translation - 3 pixels and vertical translation - 3 pixels)
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Figure 5-32 shows a scatter plor o t a MRI image or" rhe brain with rhe same image
translated by four pixels in rhe horizontal direction and four pixels in the vertical direction.
IM A G E #  1 (MRI o f the brain)
IM A G E #  2 (Translated version o f  IM A G E #  1).
(Horizontal translation - 4 pixels and vertical translation - 4 pixels)
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Figure 5-32 : Scatter plor ot an MRI brain image with its translated version .
(Horizontal translation - 4 pixels and vertical translation - 4 pixel)
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Figure 5-33 shows a scatter plot o f  a MRI image o f  the brain with the same image
translated by five pixels in the horizontal direction and five pixels in the vertical direction.
IM A G E #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM A G E #  2 (Translated version o f  IM A GE #  1).
(Horizontal translation - 5 pixels and vertical translation - 5 pixels)
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Figure 5-33 : Scatter plot ot an MRI brain image with its translated version 
(Horizontal translation - 5 pixels and vertical translation - 5
1 1 2
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Figure 5-34 shows a sc.irter plot o f  a MRI image of rhe brain with the same image
translated by ten pixels in the horizontal direction and ten pixels in the vertical direction.
IM AGE #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM AGE #  2 (Translated version o f IM AGE #  1).
(Horizontal translation - 10 pixels and vertical translation - 10 pixels)
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Figure 5-34 : Scatter plot o f an MRI brain image with its translated version .
(Horizontal translation -10 pixels and vertical translation - 10 pixels)
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Figure 5-35 shows a scatter plot ot a MRI image o t the brain with the same image
translated by twenty pixels in the horizontal direction and twenty pixels in the vertical
direction.
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IM A G E #  1 (MRI o f  the brain)
IM A G E #  2 (Translated version o f  IM A G E #  1).
(Horizontal translation - 20 pixels and vertical translation - 20 pixels)
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Figure 5-35 : Scatter plot o f an MRI brain image with its translated version .
(Horizontal translation - 20 pixels and vertical translation - 20 pixels)
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These scatter plots dem onstrate that as the images are “m ore registered” the points on the 
scatter plot trend toward the 45° line through the origin.
Figure 5-40 shows a scatter plot for :
[ 1 ] Two rectangles shown in Figures 5-36 and 5-37 respectively, which overlap in the 
center o t the image frame.
Figure 5-36 Image o f  a rectangle (IM A G E #  1). Figure 5-37 : Image o f  a rotated but
overlapping rectangle 
(IM AGE #  2).
[2] two squares shown in Figures 5-38 and 5-39 respectively, which overlap in the image 
frame.
Figure 5-38 Image o f a rectangle (IM AG E #  1). Figure 5-39 : Image o f  a shifted but
overlapping square. 
(IM AGE #  2).
N ote that gray level o f  zero is represented by black and gray level o f  255 is represented by 
white. The scatter plot for the overlapping rectangles has the same distribution as the 
scatter plot tor the overlapping squares.
An observation trom  the Figure 5-40 is that different images can have the same scatter 
plot. It also shows that the scatter plot does not give an indication in a quantitative sense
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as to how well the images are registered. Scatter plots show trends and confirm how well 
objects are registered. However for some types o f images scatter plots are suspect as a tool 
to determine how well images are registered. In the case o f  gray scale MRI images scatter 
plots do show trends that can be used to conclude how well images are registered.
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Figure 5-40 : Scatter plot
(1) to r image in Figure 5-36 with image in 
Figure 5-37 and also
(2) for image in Figure 5-36 with image in 
Figure 5-37.
Figure 5-44 shows a scatter plot for :
[1] a rectangle shown in Figure 5-41 and a circle shown in Figure 5-42 respectively. These 
do not overlap.
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Figure 5-41 Image o f  a rectangle (IM AGE #  1). Figure 5-42 : Image o f  a non
overlapping circle 
(IM A G E #  2 ).
[2] a square shown in Figure 5-43 and a circle shown in Figure 5-42 respectively. These 
do n o t overlap.
Figure 5-43 Image o f  a square (IM AGE #  1). Figure 5-44 : Image o f  a non
overlapping circle 
(IM A G E #  2).
N ote that the scatter plot for the rectangle and the circle hits the same scatter plot as the 
square and the circle. The scatter plot in Figure 5-45 clearly shows that scatter plot from 
dissimilar objects can have the same distribution.
Based on these scatter plots, we offer the following observations:
1. W hen images are registered the scatter plot is a 45° line through the origin.
2. W hen the registration error is within a few degrees (rotation) o r a few pixels
(translation), the scatter plot shows a significant clustering around a 45° line through 
the origin.
3. For similar images, these scatter plots cluster about a 45" line through the origin.
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4. For dissimilar images, these scatter plots have no clustering about the 45" line through 
the origin.
5. A scatter p lo t cannot be used as a basis to predict the similarity ot images. Dissimilar 
images can have the same scatter plot.
6 . A scatter p lo t can provide a visual qualitative measure o f  how well images are 
registered, in m ost situations.
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Figure 5-40 : Scatter plot
(1) for image in Figure 5-41 with image in 
Figure 5-42 and also
(2) for image in Figure 5-42 with image in 
Figure 5-43.
For certain images scatter plots are suspect as a tool. However for MRI images o f  the 
brain scatter plots do show strong trends as has been shown and explained. Additionally 
it provides a visual and qualitative measure.
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5.4.4 U sin g  a quantitative m easure to validate
To validate a registration, perhaps the best measure is a quantitative measure. Consider an 
image f \ { x , y ) .  If this image (v,_y) is translated and rotated by predeterm ined amount; 
is the registration technique able to determine the rotation and translation accurately? The 
technique used in this dissertation does.
If we now introduce artifacts inside the translated and rotated image (to simulate growth 
of cancer lesions in brain images); does the registration technique predict the rotation and 
translation correcdy? The technique used in this dissertation does, with accuracy.
The correlation coefficient also provides a quantitative measure to estimate how well two 
images are registered. It suffers from som e o f  the same deficiencies as the scatter plot. But 
since it is a quantitative measure it can be incorporated as part o f  an algorithm. This 
dissertation uses the correlation coefficient to determine how well images are registered. 
The next chapter is devoted to testing the registration m ethod. Several cases have been 
considered and presented.
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C H A P T E R  6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to presenting the results o f  the m ethod o f registration. Also 
presented are detailed steps taken to prepare the images fo r registration and the entire 
registration process as well as conclusions. It is im portan t to point out that some o f  the 
figures in this chapter have been printed in reverse video form at. In the normal image, the 
background is black and this corresponds to gray level 0  while white corresponds to the 
gray level o f  255. In reverse video format, the gray level o f  0 is painted as a white and 
black is changed to a gray value o f  255. All other gray levels take on intermediary values. 
The reverse video form at is obtained from the norm al image by subtracting its gray levels 
from  255 and perform ing the display of the resultant image.
6.2 Validation
As previously m entioned, a demonstration that ou r m ethod works is if we attem pt to 
register images with known translations and rotations, and our procedure predicts the 
rotation and translation parameters correctly. Previously we showed that as images 
become m ore registered, the scatter plot o f  the images being registered converges towards 
the 45° line. This convergence provides a qualitative measure. For the same image, after 
registration with itself, the correlation coefficient is 1. Since we are considering similar 
images like MRI or CT images ot the brain, aerial surveillance photos (A the same region, 
the correlation coefficient between images being registered is non-negative (> 0 ) even 
between misaligned images and tends to increase to 1 as the images are better spatially
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aligned. As the correlation coefficient r  increases, r~ increases. However this is not true 
in the general. The correlation coefficient between images can be negative and in these 
cases as r increases from -1 to 0, r~ will actually decrease. For the class o f images we 
considered for registration the correlation coefficient is non-negative and so r 1 increases 
w hen r  does. In this research, the correlation coefficient is used as a measure to predict 
how well images are registered in place o f the scatter plot. T he correlation coefficient, r , 
between two images is defined as :
x=lM K3E2ZE-\ y= M lC £3 2E -\
2  Z  \f\ ( w )  f i  (X’T)  - f z  (-TT)
r = ---------------------- —----------^ :----------------  Eq.  6-1
x=R,HC£SZE-\y=a.H(2SZE- 1
x = 0  > = 0
"  x= [\U G ES2E-\ y=lfr£-K32S2E- 1
x=0 y = 0
where
and f 2(x ,y)  are the gray levels at each pixel location ( x , y )  in the first and 
second image being registered respectively, and
•  f \ ( x , y )  and f 2(x,y)  are the average gray levels in the first image and second image
respectively, averaged over sill image pixels in the image frame.
This measure is also referred to as Pearson’s r . This term can have both negative and 
positive values. This is not desirable from  the point o f  view o f  interpreting the value. The 
magnitude o t r  provides the relevant information in our case, indicating how well the 
images are registered. From  a programming standpoint, r~ is used as the measure to 
indicate how well two images are correlated. If  r~ is zero, the interpretation is that the 
images are no t correlated and it a value o f r~ is one, the interpretation is complete 
correlation. Since the correlation coefficient is a quantitative measure, it is used as the
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mechanism to stop iterations o f our algorithm to register images. When r~ exceeds a pre­
assigned threshold value, we stop our algorithm and consider the images to be registered. 
Please note that when we register images we are registering objects like brain images from 
the same patients, etc. Registration is done for similar images. For example, it does not 
make clinical sense to register the image o f a chest with a brain image. F o r this study, we 
define similar images from  the perspective o f  the medical image registration application 
domain. We consider brain images from the same patient as similar images. However, it is 
recognized that similar images may constitute a broader and more inclusive definition to 
satisfy o ther application domains.
6.3 R esults
In this section the steps in our registration are presented in pseudo code form  to provide a 
program ming environm ent as well as become m ore specific at each step. To establish that 
this procedure works and produces the necessary results within acceptable levels of 
tolerance, results are presented for the following two categories:
1. Simple pictures.
2. MRI Brain Images.
We consider translation and rotation as well as the introduction o f  artifacts to show that in 
each o f  the cases this procedure does register.
6.3.1 P seudo Code
Procedure R egistration(im agel, im age2)
Begin
e_imagel = Center_Image_in_Image_frame (image 1): 
c_image2  = Center_Image_in_Image_frame (image2 );
1 2 2
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corr = correlation_coethcient (c_image 1 , c_image2 );
Rotation_angle = 0: 
if (corr < Threshold 1) {
principal_axisl = Find_PCS_after_iVIodmax_and_Hull(c_imagel); 
tem p_im age = c_image2 ; 
do {
principal_axis2 = Find_PCS_after_M odmax_and_HuIl(temp_image); 
Angle =  Compute_angle(principal_axisl, principal_axis2) 
Rotation_angle = Rotation_angle +  angle;
tem p_im age = Rotate_second_image(c_image2, Rotation_angle) 
corr = correlation_coefficient (c_imagel, temp_image);
} while (corr < Thresholdl)
tl
D o Fine_tuning(c_imagel, temp_image, corr);
End
Procedure Find_PC S_after_M odm ax_and_H ull (im age);
Begin
1. \  I o d max _  I mage - W avelet_Modmax_program(image);
2. Hull = Convex_FIull(Modmax_image);
3. Principal_axis = Principal_Components (Hull);
End
Procedure C enter_Im age_in_Im age_fram e (im age)
Begin
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D o twice the following 4 steps {
1. Modmax_Image = W avelet_Modmax_program(image);
2. Hull = C o n vex_Hu 11 (M o d max_i mage);
3. Centeroid_Coordinates = Find_centeroid(Hull);
4. image = Translate_im age_to_Fram e_Center (Centroid_Coordinates,
IM A G ESIZE, image);
ij
E nd
Procedure F ine_T uning  (imagel, image2, corr)
Begin
F or dir = (curr, north, northeast, east, southeast, 
south, southwest, west, northwest) {
LAB ELI : T_IM G  = Translate_image(image2, dir, 1 pixel);
new_corr = correlation_coefficient (imagel, T_IM G); 
if (new_corr > corr) { 
image2 = T_IM G; 
corr = new_corr; 
while {
R_IM G = Rotate(image2, countcr_clockwise, 1 degree); 
new_corr = correlation_coefficient (imagel, R_I.\1G); 
if (new_corr > corr) [ 
image2 = R_IM G; 
corr = new_corr;
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II
else j
R_IM G = Rotate(image2, clockwise, 1 degree); 
new_corr = correlation_coefhcient (imagel,
R_IM G);
if (new_corr > corr) { 
image2 = R_IMG; 
corr = new_corr;
}
}
do (corr > new_corr);
G O T O  LAB E L I;
}
}
E N D
6.3.2 Sim ple pictures
Several cases are considered which are presented case by case.
6.3.2.1 Case 1
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are images o f two rectangles. Figure 6.2 is a translation o f the same 
rectangle shown in Figure 6.1.
The horizontal edges, vertical edges and the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Images are 
generated by the wavelet analysis program on the object in the images shown in Figures 
6-1 and 6-2. A hull program uses the points that constitute the Wavelet Modulus Maxima 
Image as input and generates the convex hull for each o f the Modulus Maxima Images. An
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image centering algorithm rakes rhc- hull points. computes rht- centroid and moves each o f 
rhe images rn rhe cenrer o f  rhe image frame. Table 6-1 shows the relationship of 
subsec]uenr Figures 6-3 through 6-12 ro rhe images shown in Figures 6 - 1  and 6 -2 . 
Subsequent Figures 6-3 through 6-12 present computed results for Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
Figure 6-1 : Rectangle Figure 6-2 : Translated Rectangle
figure 6-3 : Horizontal F.dge (Image #  1) Figure 6-4 : Horizontal Hdge (Image #  2)
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Figure 6-5 : Vertical Edge (Image #  1) Figure 6-6 : Vertical Edge (Image #  2)
Table 6-1 : This table shows the relationship o f subsequent Figures 6-3 through 6-12 to 
the images shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
Image type Image #1 shown in Figure 6-1 Image # 2  shown in Figure 6-2
Vertical Edge Figure 6-3 Figure 6-4
Florizontal Edge Figure 6-5 Figure 6 - 6
Modulus Maxima Figure 6-7 Figure 6 - 8
Hull Figure 6-9 Figure 6-10
Registered Image Figure 6 -11 Figure 6-12
The correlation coefficient ( r ) and the correlation measure ( r~ ) for the images in 
Figures 6-11 and 6-12 are presented in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2 : The correlation coefficient ( r  ) and the correlation measure ( r~ ) for the 
images in Figures 6-11 and 6-12.
Correlation coefficient (r) 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correlation measure r-square 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 6-7 : Modulus Maxima Image
(Image #  1)
Figure 6-8 : Modulus Maxima Image
(Image #  2)
Figure 6-9 Mull : (Image #1) Figure 6-10 : FIull (Image #  2)
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Figure 6-11 : Image #  1 after registration Figure 6-12 : Image #  2 after registration
6.3.2.2 C ase  2
Figures 6-13 and 6-14 are images o f  the same rectangle. The rectangle in Figure 6-14 is 
created by a rotation o f  the rectangle in Figure 6-13 o f  ninety degrees.
figure 6-13 : Image #  1 . Figure 6-14 : Image #  2 - rotated version
ot Image #  I.
figure 6-15 shows rhe dittcrcncc image tor rhe purpose o f  illustration.
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Figure 6-15 : Difference image between image #  1 and #  2.
A Wavelet Modulus Maxima image is obtained for each o f  the images in Figures 6-13 and 
6-14. These points on the Modulus Maxima image serve as input to a program that 
com putes the convex hull.. The convex hull program  provides us the points that are 
shown in Figures 6-16 (hull points for image in figure 6-13) and 6-17 (hull points for image 
in tigure 6-14). The principal com ponent analysis program uses the points on the convex 
hull as input and computes the angle the principal axis makes with the horizontal 
direction. For the points displayed in Figures 6-16 and 6-17 this angle was computed to be 
92.46° and — 2.18° respectively. Based on this information the angle o f rotation is 
com puted to be 94.64°. The image in Figure 6-18 is obtained by rotating the image in
tigure 6-14 by 94.64° in the counterclockwise direction. Figure 6-19 shows the difference 
image obtained by subtracting the image in Figure 6-18 from  the image in Figure 6-13. The
expectation was a resultant angle o f rotation o f 90°, but this did not happen. An analysis 
o t the hull, shows that each o f the hulls have five points, not four as may be visually 
apparent.
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Figure 6-16 : Hull (Image #  1) Figure 6-17 : Hull (Image #  2)
I
LJ
Figure 6-18 : Image #  2 rotated by 94.63° . Figure 6-19 : Difference Image between
Image #  1 (Figure 6-13) and 
image in Figure 6-18.
Ihcse tive points include the bottom  left corner o f rite hull which actually consists o t two 
coordinate points o r two pixels. This results in a principal axis, determined by rhe principal 
com ponent analysis, to be skewed to 92.46" and -  2.18". This skewing produces an angle 
ot rotation o f 9 4 .6 4 ' instead ot the expected (’correct) rotation ot 90 '. Further analysis 
ot this problem  reveals that when we do wavelet analysis, we essentially pertorm  a
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convolution. A convolution actually extends the signal and in a sense “walks” the edges. 
This effect is no t noticeable in Figures 6-16 and 6-17 with the eye. In filter theory, such a 
distortion means an ideal delay in a Linear Tim e Invariant (LTI) system. In wavelet 
analysis, there are two phases, an analysis phase and a synthesis phase. The synthesis 
phase has a built in delay mechanism to deal with this delay. However, if we consider only 
the analysis phase, the edge gets shifted. M oreover, an analysis o f  many edge detection 
algorithms [Weeks97][Dougherty87] that involve the use o f  a mask, e.g. the Sobel edge 
detector, Prewitt Edge detector, Robert’s Edge detector have their edges move. This is 
analogous to w hat a convolution produces. With wavelets, this directs attention to two 
issues:
1. T he shorter the high pass filter , the fewer the num ber o f  pixels the edge moves. The 
m ovem ent as far the modulus maxima image is concerned also depends on the values 
o f  the filter coefficients.
2. As a wavelet analysis is done over scale, the convolution causes the edge to move at 
each stage. This m ovem ent o f  the edge can be expressed in term s o f  filter lengths and 
stage ot the iteration. This edge m ovem ent expression is as follows:
Let
//, denote the length o f  the lowpass filter. 
n2 denote the length o f  the high pass filter.
stg  denote the stage o f  the iteration in the wavelet analysis process.
•  Then at each stage ot the wavelet analysis, the lowpass image blurs to envelop (/;, — 1)
extra pixels. The resultant edge m ovem ent for low pass images is (n, -  1) * s t g .
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•  The high pass edges are detected at most (//. — I) pixels awav from rhe actual edges in 
rlie first stage. In subsequent iterations, the high pass edges move out by a factor o f  at 
most («, — \ ) * s tg  + (n, -  I) . We say “at m ost” , because this m ovem ent also depends 
upon rhe filter coefficient values. This high pass edge contributes to the detection o f 
the m odulus maxima edges. Hence, the modulus maxima edges also m ove by at most 
(//, -  1) * s tg  + (nz -1 )  pixels. An im portant consideration that needs to be accounted 
tor, is the size o f  the pixels.
•  The direction o f the edge m ovem ent is in the direction in which the input signal is 
processed.
Figure 6-20 show the Modulus Maxima Image for the image in Figure 6-18 and Figure
6-21 shows the convex hull for the image in Figure 6-20.
Figure 6-20 : Modulus Maxima Image Figure 6-21 : I lull points from Modulus
to r image in Figure 6-18. Maxima Image in Figure 6-20.
The rectangle in Figure 6-20 does not show a continuous line hut a line that is .1 string of 
several small islands o t dashes, lh e  reason tor this is rhe integer approxim ation ot the 
pixel coordinates. The Wavelet program does find rhe points. If rhe resolution is much 
higher these small dashed lines seen in Figure 6-20 would appear m ore closer together
I *■> ■*
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giving rhe perception o t .1 continuous line. The correlation coefficient between the images 
in Figures 6-13 and 6 - IS is 0.9341. After com puting the principal com ponents for rhe hull 
points shown in Figure 6-21 we find that the principal axis is oriented at 91.15" with the 
horizontal. Since the principal axis for the hull points shown in Figure 6-16 (for IM AGE 
#  1 ) makes and angle o f  92.46" with the horizontal direction our program determines 
that the rotation angle should be an additional 1.31". Figure 6-14 is now rotated by 
95.95° (94.64° + 1.3 1" ') in the counter clockwise direction and the rotated image is shown 
in Figure 6-22. Figure 6-19 shows the difference image obtained by subtracting the image 
in Figure 6-18 from the image in Figure 6-13.
Figure 6-22 : Image in Figure 6-18 rotated Figure 6-23 : Difference image between 
by 95.95°. Image in Figures 6-13 and
6 - 22*.
The correlation coefficient between the Figures 6-13 and 6-22 computes to 0.915. As the 
value is less than the correlation coetticient between rhe images in f  igures 6-13 and 6-18 is 
above rhe threshold and higher than rhe value obtained from rhe current iteration the 
registration program uses the image in Figure 6-18 and pertorms a fine tuning. In the fine 
tuning stage at each iteration rhe figure is rotated bv l" in rhe clockwise or counter
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clockwise direction. It the correlation coefficient is improves the step is continued in the 
same direction. However rhe rotation is retracted it rhe correlation coefficient decreases 
trom  its previous value. The fine tuning algorithm also translates the image bv 1 pixel in 
each o f  the possible directions to improve rhe correlation coefficient, retracting a step if 
the correlation coefficient drops. Figures 6-24, 6-26, 6-28, 6-30 and 6-32 arc obtained bv 
successively rotating by one additional degree the image in Figure 6-18 in the clockwise 
direction. This is achieved by actually rotating the image in Figure 6-14 by 93.64°, 92.64°, 
92.6 4 '1 and so on in the counter clockwise direction. The reason for doing this is because 
rotation causes geometric distortion. This rotation is done by the fine tuning program
since each rotation by 1° led to an increase in the correlation coefficient betw een the 
rotated image and the image in Figure 6-13.
figure 6-24 : Figure 6-14 rotated by 93.64'1 Figure 6-25 : Difference image between 
(counter clockwise rotation ). image in Figures 6-13 and
(Fine Tuning Program iteration). 6-24.
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Figure 6-26 : Figure 6-14 rotated by 92.64" Figure 6-27 : Difference image between 
(counter clockwise rotation ). image in Figures 6-13 and
(Fine Tuning Program iteration). 6-26.
Figure 6-28 : Figure 6-14 rotated by 91.64" Figure 6-29 : Difference image between 
(counter clockwise rotation ). image in Figures 6-13 and
(Fine Tuning Program iteration). 6-2S.
As rhe difference image shows, and the value ot rhe correlation coefficient (/■) confirms,
our algorithm docs register rhe images in Figures 6-13 and 6-14 correctlv. For this test we
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used a fixed rotation angle ot 90" and the algorithm determ ines the angle <>t rotation to 
he 89.64".
higure 6-30 : Figure 6-14 rotated by 90.64" Figure 6-31 : Difference image between 
(counter clockwise rotation ). image in Figures 6-13 and
(Fine Tuning Program  iteration). 6-30.
Figure 6-32 : Figure 6-14 rotated by Figure 6-33 : Difference image between
(counter clockwise rotation ). image in Figures 6-13 and
(Fine Tuning Program iteration). 6-32.
I able 6-3 provides the correlation coefficient as well as the r~ measure for each stage of  
the iteration.
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Table 6-3 : Table showing the correlation coefficient and measure with each iteration.
Image and Iteration Correlation 
coefficient ( r ) 
with image #  1
Correlation 
measure ( r ~) 
with image #  1
Original Image #  2 ( At 90° to image #1) 0.258369 0.066755
Image #  2 rotated by 94.64° 
[ counter clockwise ]
0.934102 0.872547
Image #  2 rotated by 95.95° (= 94.64° +  1.31°) 
[ counter clockwise ]
0.915322 0.837815
Image #  2 ro tated  by 93.64° (= 94.64° — 1°) 
[counter clockwise]( Fine Tuning Program)
0.9541194 0.904770
Image #  2 ro tated  by 92.64° (= 94.64° -  1° -  1°) 
[counter clockwise]( Fine Tuning Program  )
0.967081 0.935245
Image #  2 rotated by 
91.64° (= 9 4 .6 4 ° -1 °  -  1 ° -1 ° )
[counter clockwise]( Fine Tuning Program  )
0.981562 0.963464
Image #  2 rotated by
90.64°O  94.64° -  1° -  1° -  1° -  1°)
[counter clockwise]( Fine Tuning Program  )
0.992640 0.985335
Image #  2 rotated by
89.64° (= 94.64° -  1° -  1° -  1° -  1° -  1°)
[counter clockwise] ( Fine Tuning Program  )
0.994092 0.988219
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6.3.2.3 Case 3
Figures 6-34 and 6-33 are images of the same rectangles, however this time, the rectangle 
tn Figure 6-35 is a translation o f  the rectangle in Figure 6-34. Additionally some artifacts 
were intentionally added into the rectangle. In hrain images for example, there may be 
growth or shrinkage in rumors and this should not affect the registration. In bone grafts, 
the bones may integrate and this may cause volume shrinkage. T he registration should 
w ork despite these internal changes. This algorithm also provides good results in such 
cases. The shape and size o f the internal changes does n o t affect the accuracy o f  
registration. The registration technique has been made insensitive to the internal changes. 
Even when the two images are spatially aligned, the correlation coefficient may not reach 
high levels. The extent o f internal change will also dictate the correlation coefficient. So 
instead o f judging how well images are registered by a threshold value it is im portant to 
•also keep track o f  the point where the correlation coefficient reaches a maxima value.
Figure 6-34 : Image #1 Rectangle. Figure 6-35 : Image #  2 .
Again the Modulus Maxima Image and the convex hull points are com puted for each o f  
the images shown in Figures 6-34 and 6-35.
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Figure 6-36 : Modulus Maxima Image for
for Image #  1 (Figure 6-34).
Figure 6-37 : Modulus Maxima Image for
for Image #  2 (Figure 6-35).
Figure 6-38 : Hull points for image in Figure 6-49 : Hull points for image in
Figure 6-36. Figure 6-37.
Figures 6-36 and 6-37 are the Modulas Maxima Images and Figures 6-38 and 6-39 are the 
convex hull points for the images in Figures 6-34 and 6-35 respectively. Then the image 
frame centering program is run using these hull points shown in Figures 6-38 and 6-39, as 
input. This program finds the centroid of the hull points and computes the translation 
parameters to translate each of the images to the center of the image frame.
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Figure 6-40 : Image #  1 shown in Figure 6-34 Figure 6-41 : Image #  2 shown in Figure 
centered in image frame. 6-35 centered in image
frame.
Figure 6-42 : Difference Image using images in Figures 6-40 and 6-41.
The results for the centered images are shown in Figures 6-40 and 6-41. Figure 6-42 
presents the difference image obtained by differencing the images shown in Figures 6-40 
and 6-41. After moving the objects to the center o f  the image frame, the correlation 
coefficient and correlation measure are com puted t o  determine if further use of the 
registration algorithm is rec|uircd.
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I able 6-4 : Correlation c< >etticient and correlation measure for Figures 6-40 and 6-41.
Correlation coefficient (r) 0.919809
Correlation measure r-square 0.846048
The threshold value tor any correlation depends largely on the image type. A choice o f 
threshold values will be influenced and probably dictated by the application domain.
6.3.2.4 Case 4
In this case we address the registration o f the images in Figures 6-43 and 6-44. These 
images are the same square, but the square in Figure 6-44 is a translation o f  the square in 
Figure 6-43. The square in Figure 6-43 is located at a corner o f  the image frame and this 
requires two iterations o f  the image centering program. The reason for the second 
centering follows.
Figure 6-43 : Image #1 Square at the corner Figure 6-54 : Image #  2 Square 
I he wavelet analysis program  is am  on both images and the hull points are computed 
using the W avelet Modulus Maxima Images as input and these resultant points are shown 
in Figures 6-45 and 6-46.
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Figure 6-45 : Hull points obtained from Figure 6-46 : Hull points obtained from
the Modulus Maxima Image the Modulus Maxima Image
o f  the object in Figure 6-43. o f  the object in Figure 6-44.
Using these hull points, the centroid for each set o f the hull points shown in Figures 6-45
and 6-46, is com puted and subsequently used to com pute the translation parameters.
However, Figure 6-45 has only three hull points showing whereas, Figure 6-46 has five hull
points showing. This occurs because one edge o f the Modulus Maxima Image, for the
image in Figure 6-45, was located outside the image frame.
Figure 6-47 : Translated version o f image Figure 6-48 : Translated version o f image
in Figure 6-43 using image on in Figure 6-44 using the
Figure 6-45 image in Figure 6-46.
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Using the image centering algorithm the images, are translated to the center o f the image 
frame. Figure 6-47 shows the effect of this translation using the points in Figure 6-45. 
Figure 6-48 is the translated version o f the image using the points in Figure 6-46. The 
difference image between the images in Figure 6-47 and 6-48 is shown in Figure 6-49.
□
Figure 6-49 : Difference image (Figures 6-47 and 6-48 differenced).
Figure 6-50 : Image in Figure 6-43 after Figure 6 o l  : Image in Figure 6-44 after
second iteration. second iteration.
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Figure 6-52 : Difference Image (Image in Figures 6-50 and 6-51 differenced).
The wavelet analysis, hull computations and the image centering algorithm are rerun on 
the images shown in Figures 6-47 and 6-48 to produce the Figures 6-49 and 6-50. Figure 
6-51 is obtained by difference the images in Figures 6-49 and 6-50.
Table 6-5 : The following table shows the correlation coefficients and measures after each 
iteration between the translated images.
Iteration #  1 Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.645072 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.416118
Iteration #  2 Correlation coefficient (r) = 1.000000 
Correlation measure r-square = 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
6.3.2.5 Observations
1. The edges move because o f convolution.
2. O ur procedure appears to work for binary images in general.
6.3.3 M RI Im ages
We chose MRI images ot the brain for additional verification and testing o f our 
registration algorithm. Compared to the images used in section 6.3.2, MRI images are gray
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scaled and have a noisy background. Again both translations and rotations o f  the brain 
MRIs are presented.
6.3.3.1 Translation
Figure 6-53 : Image #1 MRI o f a brain. Figure 6-64 : Image #  2
Translated image o f  the 
brain shown in Figure 6-53.
The MRI brain image in Figure 6-54 is a translation o f the same MRI brain image that is
shown in Figure 6-53. The images shown in Figures 6-53 and 6-54 are used to produce the
difference image shown in Figure 6-55. O ur registration analysis begins with the wavelet
program  run on both images to generate the W avelet Modulus Maxima Image for each
image shown in Figures 6-53 and 6-54. The resultant Wavelet Modulus Maxima Images for
these are shown in Figures 6-56 and 6-57 respectively. The hull points com puted for the
Modulus Maxima Images in Figures 6-56 and 6-57 and the hull points are shown in
Figures 6-58 and 6-59 respectively. The image frame centering algorithm results, to center
these images, are shown in Figures 6-60 and 6-61. A comparison o f the Figures 6-56 and
6-58, shows that some of the points that constitute the convex hull shown in Figure 6-58
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c.inner be seen in the Figure 6-56. I'his is .in import",inr observation because the Modulus 
Maxima Image serves as the input to the convex hull program.
► m. 4: 1 -?/
; y  - ... V■ *
X t
\  , '■ \ \  ■
Figure 6-55 : Difference image displayed in reverse video for clarity.
The low resolution o f  our viewing devices (monitor, printer paper) and the human eye’s 
limited ability to distinguish all shades o f  gray, is the cause for those points to be no t 
visible in Figure 6-56. Flowever when the convex hull program is run, the com puter uses 
raw gray levels and knows the existence o f  the points in question.
Figure 6-56 : Modulus Maxima Image 
for image in Figure 6-53.
Figure 6-57 : Modulus Maxima Image 
tor image in Figure 6-54.
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Figure 6-58: Hull points Figure 6-59 : FIulI points
for image in Figure 6-56. for image in Figure 6-57.
The convex hull program  changes the gray value o f  the points that constitute the hull to 
255, thus making them  visible to the human eye. It is im portant to point out that our 
principal com ponents analysis program , uses the location o f  the points on the convex hull 
and not the gray level.
Figure 6-60 : Image in 6-53 centered Figure 6-61 : Image in 6-54 centered
in the image tramc in the image frame
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Figure 6-62 : D ifference Image ( Images in Figures 6-60 and 6-61 are differenced) 
Table 6 - 6  shows the correlation coefficient and measure for the images before registration 
and after the centering algorithm was run. Since these correlation coefficients and 
measures are closer to one, the algorithm is terminated. T he correlation coefficient r 
above 0.99 indicating that the accuracy o f the registration is very high.
Table 6 - 6  : Shows the correlation coefficient and measure.
Correlation for Images in Figures 6-53 and 6-54 . 
(Before registration)
Correlation coefficient (r) =  0.530488 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.281418
Correlation for Images in Figures 6-60 and 6-61 . 
(After first iteration in registration)
Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.999768 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.999535
The magnitude o t the translation does not affect the accuracy o f  the registration as long as 
the objects being registered remain completely within the image frame.
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6.3.3.2 Rotation
This section is devoted to registration of MRI images of the brain that have been rotated. 
Figure 6-63 shows an MRI image of the brain and Figure 6-64 shows the same MRI
rotated by 20°. The difference image using images from Figures 6-63 and 6-64 is shown in 
Figure 6-65.
Figure 6-63 : Image #1 MRI of brain. Figure 6-64 : Image #  2 (Image #  1
rotated (20°)).
Figure 6-65 : Difference Image (Difference between Figures 6-63 and 6-64)
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Figure 6-66 : Modulus Maxima Image for Figure 6-67 : Modulus Maxima Image for 
brain scan in Figure 6-63. brain MRI in Figure 6-64.
The Wavelet Modulus Maxima computed for the images in Figures 6-63 and 6-64 are
shown in Figures 6-66 and 6-67. The convex hull points computed from the Wavelet
Modulus Maxima Images shown in Figures 6-66 and 6-67 are shown in Figures 6-68 and
6-69, respectively.
Figure 6-68 : Hull points obtained using Figure 6-69 : Hull points obtained using
the image in Figure 6-66 as input. the image in Figure 6-67 as
input.
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Figure 6-70 : MRI brain image shown in Figure 6-71 : Difference Image
Figure 6-64 rotated by 24.93°. Images in Figures 6-63 and
(Counter clockwise rotation) 6-70 differenced.
The principal component analysis uses these hull points and computes the principal axis. 
The principal component analysis program for the hull points shown in Figure 6-68 
computes the angle the principal axis makes with the horizontal to be 80.99°. Similarly for 
the hull points in Figure 6-69 the angle computes to 56.07°. The angle o f rotation for the 
first iteration is the angle between the principal axis from the two figures and this works 
out 24.93°. The MRI brain scan shown in Figure 6-64 is rotated counter clockwise by 
24.93° and this is shown in Figure 6-70. Figure 6-71 shows the difference between the 
original image (Figure 6-63) and this rotated image (Figure 6-71). The correlation 
coefficient between the images in Figures 6-70 and 6-63 is 0.903543. This is a significant 
increase from the correlation coefficient value between the unregistered images shown in 
Figures 6-63 and 6-64. In the next iteration the hull points are computed for the image in 
Figure 6-70. Using these hull points the angle the principal axis makes with the horizontal 
direction computes to 87.50°. The program therefore requires that the image in Figure 
6-70 be rotated by 6.51° in the clockwise direction. Since rotation geometrically distorts
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rhe image with every rotation, instead of rotating the image in Figure 6-70 by 6.5 l" in the 
clockwise direction, we rotate the image in Figure 6-64 by 18. .41° in the counter clockwise 
direction. This new rotated image is shown in Figure 6-72. Figure 6-73 shows the 
difference image between the images in Figures 6-63 and 6-72. The correlation coefficient 
between the Figures 6-63 and 6-72 computes to 0.972718. The program then switches to 
the fine tuning m ode because the correlation coefficient reaches above the set threshold 
and also because further usage o f the modulus m axima technique does n o t lead to  
im provem ent o f the correlation coefficient. The fine tuning algorithm determines that a 
further rotation o f  1 ° in the counter clockwise direction would lead to an im provem ent o f  
the correlation coefficient. O nce again instead o f rotating the image in Figure 6-72 by 1° 
the program achieves the same objective by rotating the image in Figure 6-64 by 19.41° in 
the counter clockwise direction. This rotated image is show n in Figure 6-74. Figure 6-75 
shows the difference image between the images in Figures 6-63 and 6-74. The correlation 
coefficient between the Figures 6-63 and 6-74 com putes to 0.991998. The algorithm 
terminates at this point because further m ovem ent o f  the image by the fine tuning routine 
does no t lead to an increase in the correlation coefficient.
The correlation coefficients and correlation measures for this registration are shown in the 
table 6-7. As indicated in our algorithm (chapter 5) and as the pseudo code in section 
6.3.1, the registration procedure is iterative. Iterations are continued until the correlation 
coefficient satisfies a threshold value, as is the case with all programs that compute 
solutions to problems by iteration. The threshold value used for this application domain is 
discussed further in section 6.4. It should be noted that only the second image is rotated, 
keeping the first image fixed for this and all subsequent analysis.
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Figure 6-72 : MRI brain image shown in Figure 6-73 : Difference Image
Figure 6-64 rotated counter Images in Figures 6-63 and
clockwise by 18. .41°. 6-72 differenced.
Figure 6-74 : MRI brain image shown in Figure 6-75 : Difference Image
Figure 6-64 rotated counter Images in Figures 6-63 and
clockwise by 19.41°. 6-74 differenced.
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Table 6-7 : This table shows the correlation coefficient and measure at the different stage
o f the iteration for brain MRIs.
Images being considered Correlation
Images in Figure 6-63 and 6-64. (Before 
Registration) [ Image in Figure 6-64 is 
rotated clockwise by 20°]
Correlation coefficient (r) =  0.765776 
Correlation measure r-square =  0.586413
Correlation between the images in Figure 
6-63 and 6-70 is computed. T he image in
Figure 6-64 has been rotated by 24.93° 
counter clockwise to produce image in 
Figure 6-70.
Correlation coefficient (r) =  0.903543 
Correlation measure r-square =  0.816389
Correlation between the images in Figure 
6-63 and 6-72 is computed. T he image in 
Figure 6-64 has been rotated by 18.41° 
counter clockwise to produce image in 
Figure 6-72.
Correlation coefficient (r) =  0.972718 
Correlation measure r-square =  0.946181
Correlation between the images in Figure 
6-63 and 6-74 is computed. The image in 
Figure 6-64 has been rotated by 19.41" 
counter clockwise to produce image in 
Figure 6-74.
Correlation coefficient (r) =  0.991998 
Correlation measure r-square =  0.984060
Figure 6-64 is the image ot the same brain shown in Figure 6-63 with a ro ta tion  o f 20° 
The registration method developed in this research determines the angle to  be 19.41°
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I his is vurv close ro accurate. We once again conclude that- this registration technique is 
tast and accurate.
Niow let us consider a case where one o f  the MRI brain images is given a predeterm ined 
rotation ot 30° in the clockwise direction with respect to the MRI brain image used to 
produce it. O ur procedure converges in one iteration for this 30° rotation. Figures 6-76 
and 6-77 are still MRI images o f  the brain o f  the same patient, but one is produced by a 
30° rotation o t the original. Figure 6-78 shows the difference image prior to registration 
ot Figures 6-76 and 6-77. The hull points are obtained from the W avelet Modulus Maxima 
Image atter the wavelet analysis for Figures 6-76 and 6-77 are show n in Figures 6-79 and 
6-80 respectively.
Figure 6-76 : Image #1 MRI of a brain Figure 6-77 : Image #  2 Rotated ( 3 0 °  )
The principal com ponent analysis is run using the points on the convex hull o f  each 
Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image determines the angle o f rotation by taking the dot 
product ot rlie principal com ponents. This angle was determined to be 29" in the counter 
clockwise direction. The resultant image after the 29 ' counter clockwise rotation is shown 
m Figure 6-81. The image in Figure 6-81 is subtracted from the original image in Figure
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6-76 and this is shown in Figure 6-82. Table 6-8 shows the relationship between the 
images and the correlation coefficient and measure for this case. The correlation 
coefficient is above 0.98 indicating that the registration procedure does work accurately.
Figure 6-78 : Difference Image (Images in Figures 6-76 and 6-77 are differenced)
Figure 6-79 : Hull points obtained for Figure 6-86 : Hull points obtained for
the image in Figure 6-76. the image in Figure 6-77.
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Figure 6-81 : MRI brain image shown in Figure 6-82 : Difference Image
figure 6-77 rotated by 29° Images in figures 6-82 and
(counter clockwise rotation). 6-81 differenced.
Table 6-8 : The behavior of correlation coefficient and measure as the images are rotated.
Images being considered Correlation
Images in Figures 6-76 and 6-77. Image 
in Figure 6-76 is rotated clockwise by 
30° to produce image in Figure 6-77.
Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.756488 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.572273
Images in Figures 6-76 and 6-81. The 
image in Figure 6-77 has been rotated
by 29° counter clockwise to produce 
image in Figure 6-81.
Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.984874 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.969976
6.3.3.3 R otation, Translation and Artifacts
In this section the case of an MRI image that has undergone translation and rotation is 
presented. In addition in the rotated MRI image of the brain artifacts have been 
introduced. This has been done to simulate internal changes in the MRI of the brain.
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Regardless ot- rhe extent and shape ot the internal changes the procedure developed in this 
research is -able to accurately register the images. Figures 6-83 and 6-84 represent the initial 
two images to be registered. Figure 6-85 is obtained by raking the difference between the 
images in Figures 6-83 and 6-84.
Figure 6-83 : MRI o f  the brain (IM A G E# 1) Figure 6-84 : The same MRI as in Figure
6-83 rotated by 30° artifacts
added.
The registration procedure is applied to rhe initial images and after a few iterations we get 
the registered images shown in Figure 6-86. The image in Figure 6-86 is obtained after 
applying the transform ations to the Figure in image 6-84. Figure 6-87 shows rhe difference 
between the image in Figures 6-83 and 6-86. The initial correlation between the images to 
he registered (Figures 6-83 and 6-84) is 0.688755. The correlation coefficient between the 
registered images shown in Figures 6-83 and 6-86 is 0.900972. The correlation coefficient 
is no t higher in this case partially due to misalignment and partially due to the images being 
registered having dissimilarities. Here in lies cme of rhe deficiencies in using rhe correlation 
coefficient to access how well two images registered. It is likelv that two brain images with 
a great am ount o f internal differences but with perfect spatial alignment could have a
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lower correlation coefficient. Table 6-9 shows the correlation coefficient between the
images before and after registration.
/  ' V  *
r t  ^  1
Figure 6-85 : This figure shows the difference between the 
images in Figures 6-83 and 6-84.
Figure 6-86 : Image 6-84 after registration. Figure 6-87 : Difference image obtained
by taking the difference 
between the images in 
Figures 6-83 and 6-86.
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I .ibie 6-9 : The behavior ot correlation coefficient tor the case when artifacts are added to 
a rotated MRI o f  rhe brain.
Images being considered Correlation
Images in Figures 6-83 and 6-84. 
(Unregistered Images )
Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.688755 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.474384
Images in Figures 6-83 and 6-86. 
(Registered Images )
Correlation coefficient (r) = 0.900972 
Correlation measure r-square = 0.811751
The registration procedure computes the angle o f  rotation to be 29.6°. This is very close
to 30° the actual angle o f  rotation indicating that the procedure is very accurate.
6.4 O bservations and conclusions
Several observations about this registration algorithm and procedure follow:
1. Appendix B offers an explanation for changes in the gray scale distribution once the 
images are rotated. The experimental results presented in part o f  Appendix B show  a 
sample distribution o f  gray levels for a square that had all its pixels with gray value 
equal to a 100 and was then subjected to various rotations. Because o f the changes in 
the gray scale distribution even after registration, the difference image will have some 
pixels at different gray levels, from the rotation.
2. The num ber o f  iterations shows no apparent correlation with the degree o f  rotation. A 
num ber o t angles o f rotation were chosen ranging from  2° to 90° for testing. In all 
the cases tested, the algorithm converged. Additionally using different images with the 
same angle ot rotation could even converge with a different num ber o f iterations. So it
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is nor reasonable ro relate the angle o f rotation with the num ber o f iterations required 
tor convergence because this also depends on the images.
3. For gray scale images, like the MRI, which have noise as part o f  the image frame, some 
denoising is required. In this algorithm, denoising is done by ignoring all wavelet 
coefficients in the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image that are less than 40. The 
maximum value for these coefficients is 255. The threshold value may need to be set 
at different values for different applications.
4. W hen is an image is registered, the correlation coefficient and measure is examined 
and used to terminate the registration algorithm. In all cases tested, this has worked 
successfully. However, one must be cautious with the values used for the threshold 
because o f  the possibility that brain images, with significant internal changes, can yield 
a lower correlation coefficient even if registered with a previous scan of the same brain 
which did n o t have these internal changes.
5. We found that the edges located by the wavelet program  moved. It was the 
convolution that caused movement o f the edges. Convolution is part of the normal 
wavelet analysis and synthesis. This chapter provides equations for bounds on the 
m ovem ent o f  the edges for each step in the wavelet iteration program.
6. The algorithm affords a choice o f  the size o f  the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image to 
use for com puting the hull and on the translation and rotation parameters. The trade­
off is the smaller the image size, the smaller the num ber o f  hull points produced and 
this affects the accuracy. At most, the wavelet program  should be limited to three 
levels o f iteration.
7. lh e  time complexity of the Wavelet Modulus Maxima algorithm is 0(n~).  The 
principal com ponent analysis algorithm also has a time complexity o f  the order of
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0(n~) .  However, since in each stage ot the wavelet analysis the size ot the image is 
reduced by a factor o f  2s'axc\  where stage denotes the wavelet iteration routine, the 
time complexity for the principal com ponent analysis is actually 0 ( (2 s,age n) 1) .  The 
hull algorithm time complexity is o f 0 ( n ] log/*,) w here w, is the size (the input to the 
hull program) o f  the Wavelet Modulus Maxima Image. This Wavelet Modulus Maxima 
Image matrix is a very sparse matrix and o f  size 2stage n , so the time complexity o f  the 
hull program can be m ore accurately written to be o f  the order 0 ( 2 stagen lo g (2 srage«)) . 
This is true when downsampling is used as part o f  the Wavelet Analysis program  - we 
get a smaller downsampled image with each iteration. However, in the version o f  the 
algorithm the image frame size stays constant, b u t the filter size is incremented in 
each iteration by upsampling it with zero. The M odulus Maxima Image contains far 
fewer points regardless o f  the algorithm used. In the actual coding o f  the program  we 
use a doubly linked list to store the points on the M odulus Maxima Image and this list 
serves as input to the program that computes the convex hull.
6.4.1 Lim itations and Failures
The technique does no t work for the following situations:
1. Busy images which contain many objects probably will n o t be correctly registered by 
this technique. This is because the image centering algorithm  is designed to center one 
object in the image; typically true in medical images.
2. The images m ust be completely contained within the image trame. Rotation should 
no t yield parts o f the object falling outside the image frame. The algorithm does not 
w ork tor aerial surveillance images but with some m odification con be adapted to work 
with these images. In general, the techniques can be used in this application domain o f
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Medical Imaging bur the algorithms must be modified to work with aerial surveillance 
images.
3. This algorithm does not work when dissimilar objects are registered and the results are 
unpredictable. The registration technique does no t predict the dissimilarity o f  objects. 
But, it can serve to register similar objects that lie completely within the image frame. 
T he procedure has been tested for only one object in the image frame; typical for 
m ost medical images.
4. N oisy images tend to produce inaccurate results. However, the noise level in most 
MRI images is at a level where a cutoff value for the wavelet coefficients, denoises the 
image to a level where this registration perform s well. For MRI images a cu to ff o f  60 
denoises the images well.
5. G ray level redistribution is caused by the rotation and how we interpolate pixel 
intensities at integral pixel locations after rotation. T he gray level in the rotated image 
at any point, gets its value from  one or m ore adjacent pixels in the unrotated image 
(see Appendix B). Appendix B also presents the redistribution o f  gray values when a 
sim ple rectangle is rotated.
6. T hough the techniques are m ore general, this algorithm was specifically designed to 
automatically register medical images which are MRI scans o f  the brain. To make the 
technique applicable to other areas, the algorithm may have to be modified. Threshold 
cu to ft values on wavelet coefficients m ust be adjusted to the image types being 
registered. This is a limitation due to using correlation as a measure to estimate the 
accuracy o t registration.
7. T he num ber o t iterations is unpredictable and cannot be correlated to the angle of 
rotation. The num ber o f iterations depends upon the MRI scans being registered. The
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procedure is iterative because the gray level redistribution caused by rotation leads to 
the object boundaries being detected with a degree o f  error. Additionally the detection 
o f edges using wavelets adds to this error. Therefore the principal com ponent analysis 
yields the principal axis for the images being registered, with a margin o f  error that 
requires the procedure to be iterative.
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C H A P T E R  7
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Registration o f images is an im portant area o f image processing. Any time a comparison is 
made between images, its in the case o f  medical images, aerial surveillance photos to 
predict changes in the terrain, or automatic target recognition; these images have to be 
registered. Registration is an important preprocessing step in object recognition and object 
classification. As the world gets more automated, the need to register images automatically 
will be more necessary. In medical imaging, medical images have to be registered for doing 
atlas studies, for obtaining diagnostic information, and for o ther clinical purposes. 
Registration o f  images has been taken for granted in many situations. It is for this reason 
that the state-of-the-art in this area is mostly art. There is no standardization or even 
agreement on validation techniques at this time. T he age old technique o f  “eye-balling” has 
been used as a technique to register images. Because some gray level changes cannot be 
discerned with the human eye, what constitutes registered images, has been variable and 
operator dependent. Depending on the resolution o f  the image, it is almost impossible to 
point out neighboring pixels with a mouse pointer. The m ethodology developed in this 
dissertation addresses this problem. A quantitative measure o f  knowing how well images 
are registered by using the correlation coefficient is presented. The correlation coefficient 
has deficiencies and affects all registration techniques developed. Rotation affects all 
registration techniques since it distorts the object. Because o f the gray level redistribution, 
the detection of edge boundaries is affected. The num ber o f  iterations to register images is 
unpredictable, but after the iterations it does register the objects.
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7.1 C ontributions
The contributions o f this dissertation are:
1. A new  m ethod to register images is proposed. This m ethod is very fast and accurate. 
O ur m ethod uses a smaller and m ore sparse matrix to com pute the translation and 
rotation parameters and thus contributes an algorithm with im proved time complexity 
while keeping the accuracy to quantified tolerable levels.
2. It autom ates the process o f  registration, which is mosdy a manual procedure in 
medical imaging at this time.
3. The procedure uses wavelets to register images and thus may be m ore acceptable as a 
preprocessing step to wavelet based compression techniques; assuming wavelet 
com pression techniques become m ore acceptable in medical imaging.
4. This dissertation shows the relationship o f the scatter plot to image registration. The 
suggestion is that it may be a better technique for “eye-balling” purposes than looking 
at raw images. As similar images are better registered the scatter plot clusters about the 
45° line passing through the origin.
5. This dissertation strongly suggests using the correlation coefficient to measure the 
ex ten t to which images are registered. Since a correlation coefficient may fail at times 
to obtain the threshold, “eye-balling” o f the scatter plot could be added. If  the m ethod 
is m ade semi-automatic by using a trained operator to assist in the validation o f the 
convergence, this m ethod becomes more accurate.
6. This m ethod  makes a contribution in detecting and docum enting the location and the 
m ovem ent o f edges when wavelet techniques arc used. The dissertation provides a 
torm ula that predicts the location o f edges after each iteration.
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7. Rotation o t images introduces the need for interpolation to get sm oother edges. 
Pixels are located at integral positions: however, during rotation som e pixels in the 
rotated image do not fall at integral coordinate positions. Appendix B documents the 
effects o f  truncating floating point values to integral values. Appendix B also 
documents the impact o f  using bilinear extrapolation. The discovery o f  this 
redistribution o f gray values is another contribution. T he effect o f a redistribution o f 
gray values is significant when rotation is part o f  any technique that does lossless 
compression. This redistribution is no t noticeable when rotated images are visually 
inspected. Com puter based techniques are affected by this redistribution. In this 
research we have used bilinear interpolation with backward mapping. Bilinear 
interpolation with forward m apping as well as o ther interpolation techniques used 
during rotation will result in a different redistribution o f  gray levels thus affecting any 
further analysis that is made using the result; for example the com putation o f  principal 
com ponents, correlation coefficient, the location o f edges, etc. However even for a 
different choice o f  the interpolation technique, this registration m ethod will work.
8. This research shows that no registration procedure can accurately register images by 
detecting edges if rotation is involved. Rotation essentially redistributes gray values 
causing edges to be detected with a margin o f  error. So even the age old technique o f  
“eye-balling” will have errors because a picture with redistributed gray levels will lead 
even trained operators to detect edges with som e error. Anv validation technique that 
uses gray levels will also have some built in inaccuracy.
7.2 Future D irectio n s
This wavelet based registration technique is desensitized to the internal changes o f  the
object being registered. However, the technique could be more application domain
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sensitive it it is made only partially sensitive to internal features o f  the objects being 
registered. T he internal features that the procedure is made sensitive to should be dictated 
by the objects being registered. This technique could be improved to register busy images 
•and images with multiple objects. A better denoising algorithm would help in detecting 
true edges as com pared to detecting some edges that are due to noise (this is some times 
referred to  as a false positive). The cutoff threshold m ust be determined by using training 
images from  the application domain. This technique would be improved if the num ber o f 
iterations were more predictable.
Registration can be extended to automatic target recognition and data mining. In  this 
dissertation research, we used two dimensional images but the technique can be extended 
to three dimensional volume data sets. Future research may also consider adjusting for 
edge m ovem ents and better edge detection. An extension that is being pursued is to 
execute this code in a parallel com puting environm ent.
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A P P E N D I X  A
CONVEX HULL
A convex hull was used in determining the principal axis and the required rotational 
parameters. In this Appendix, the convex hull algorithm that was modified, for this 
dissertation is detailed.
T he convex hull CH(S ) o f  a set o f  points S  is by definition the smallest convex set1 
containing S  ( i.e., the convex polygon with the smallest area that includes all the points of 
S, either as its vertices or as interior points [Akl93]). We specify CH(S ) )  by listing the 
points o f  S w hich are on the boundary o f  CH(S)  , in clockwise order.
Figure A-l : A set S of points, indicated by the small squares in the figure
'• A set is convex if and only if the line segment determ ined by every pair o f its points lies 
entirely in the set.
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The convex hull for the set o f points in Figure A -l is shown in Figure A-2. There are 
several algorithms for finding the convex hull but for this research, the algorithm by Salim 
Akl and G odfried Toussaint [Akl78] [Akl79] was chosen.
Figure A-2 : The convex hull CH(S) is the region inside the polygon.
Let S  be a set o f  four o r m ore points in a plane which are not on the same line. The steps 
to determine the convex hull CFI(S) are :
Step 1
Identify four points" Px, P2, P3 and PA (shown in the Figure A-3) from S  as indicated 
below:
Px - a point with minimum x coordinate value.
P-, - a point with maximum y  coordinate value.
It is possible that any two consecutive points, o f  the four points P{, P2, P2 and PA may 
coincide giving us only three distinct points.
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P~ - ;i po in t with maximum x  coordinate value. 
P4 - a point with minimum y  coordinate value.
Each Pt s C H ( S ) .
P2
P3
P1
P4
Figure A-3 : Four points at the extremities.
Step 2
Eliminate points o f  the set S that are inside the quadrilateral PlP2P2P4 from further 
consideration3.
Separate the remaining points into four disjoint subsets corresponding to the regions 
(shown in Figure A-4) defined below:
R] : region to left o f the directed line segment from Px to Pz .
R , :  region to left o f the directed line segment from P2 to P3.
The points inside the quadrilateral are not points on the boundary and hence we do not 
include in our list.
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R -.: region to left the directed line segment from P, to PA.
Ra : region to left the directed line segment from PA to Px.
A po in tP ( x , y )  lies to the left o f  the directed line segment from Px( x , y )  to Pz{ x , y ) ,  if
j = O' -  Ai )(*2 -  *) + Oi -  x)(yz -  y) > 0 •
Region R2
Region R1
Region 
R3____
Region R4
Figure A-4 : Figure shows the four regions. There are no points in the shaded regions 
Step 3
Sort the points in regions Rx and R in ascending order o f  the x-coordinate and store 
them in lists Lx and L , .
Sort the points in regions R2 and R4 in descending order o f  the x-coordinate and store 
them in lists and LA.
Step 4
For each o f the lists Lx through L4, eliminate points trom  the list according to the 
procedure outlined below:
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Consider the first list Lx. Start at the beginning o f  the list. Consider three consecutive 
points Pk(xkly k) ,  Pk  ^( .r^ , ) ,  and Pk, z(xk^ , y k  ^2 ) , which correspond to three
consecutive elements o f  the list.
C om pute 5 =  (JV , "  **..) +  0C ~ -V .X d V : " J V , ) -
I f  s  >  0 and if the end o f the list has been reached stop the procedure otherwise
m ove to the next point, i.e. k -  k + 1.
If  5 < 0 ,  remove Pk+X , y k_x) from the list. If, Pk{xk, y k) is n o t at the
beginning o f  the list, move one backward on the list to the previous point on the 
list, i.e k — k — 1, otherwise move forward to  the next point on the list i.e. 
k = k  +  1.
Repeat the above step o f  computing s  until the end o f  the  list is reached.
Step 5
Merge the lists Lx, L , , L, and Lk to generate C H ( S ) .
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A P P E N D I X  B
BILINEAR INTERPOLATION
For any image, the gray levels are only defined at integral values o f  a grid. However after a 
geom etric transform ation like rotation4, shearing etc., the gray level for the transformed 
image will in general be com puted from fractional or non-integral points (coordinates that 
-are no t on  the g rid ). Similarly the points at integral coordinates in the original input image 
may m ap onto  non-integral points on the sampling grid o f  the output image. This causes 
image distortions. To sm ooth any distortions -arising from  the transform ation, gray level 
interpolation is done. There are several ways gray level interpolation can be done; for this 
research a bilinear interpolation was chosen. The reason for this choice being that it 
provides a better interpolation compared to simple linear interpolation and nearest 
neighbor interpolation. Additionally, the price in terms o f  program m ing complexity was 
small. Com pared to other higher order extrapolation m ethods, it provides a good trade-off 
in term s o f  execution time.
Input Image G rid O u tpu t Image Grid
/ ( - v , T )   > g ( x \ y ' )
x , y  are integral x ', y '  are fractional
Figure B -1 : Pixel Carryover
4 All ro tation for this research is done using equation 5-1 about the center o f  the image 
frame.
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There are two possible wavs one could transfer the gray levels, using bilinear interpolation. 
O ne is the pixel carry-over or forward mapping approach and the other is the pixel filling 
or backward mapping algorithm. In the forward-mapping approach, when the input pixel 
maps to a position that is a non-integral coordinate position, its gray level is divided 
am ong the four neighboring pixels. This is wasteful because many input pixels map to 
coordinate positions outside the image frame o f  the transform ed image. In addition each 
output pixel is addressed several times, with many input pixels contributing to its final gray 
level. In this research pixel-filling or backward m apping is used. Figure B -l shows forward 
m apping and Figure B-2 shows backward mapping.
This Appendix covers the process used for gray level interpolation used in this 
dissertation. There are two processes:
1. Backward-Mapping Algorithm
2. Bilinear Interpolation
• Backw ard-M apping Algorithm
Input Image Grid O utput Image Grid
f  \ x , y )   >  £■(*',>>')
x,_y are fractional x a r e  integral
Figure B-2 : Pixel filling 
In this approach the output pixels are mapped back into the input image, one at a time, to 
establish gray levels. If an output pixel falls between four input pixels, its gray level is 
determined by gray level interpolation, which for the purposes o f  this research was chosen 
to be bilinear interpolation. This algorithm generates the output image pixel-by-pixel,
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line-by-line. The gray level tor each pixel is determined by one interpolation between at 
m ost tour input pixels.
• Bilinear Interpolation
Let the gray level at some point ( x ' , y r) on the transform ed image map to the gray level at 
some point ( x , y )  on the input image. If  the point (*,.>>) *s a point that is n o t an integral 
coordinate point, then this point is inside a square whose vertices have coordinates that 
■are integral values. Assuming that the point (x ' , y ')  on the grid for the output image are 
integral points, if the corresponding point o f  the input grid is a non integral point (x,.y) 
we consider the vertices o f  the square that surrounds this point ( x , y )  . Let us assume that 
the four vertices are points with coordinates
(jq +  l,_y,+1) . We further assume that f ( x , y )  represents the gray level at any point 
(.Y,_y) on the input image grid.
'(xl+l,yl)
Figure B-3 : Bilinear Interpolation
The four corners o f a grid are (x l,y l), (x l+1 , yl), (x l,y l + l) and 
(xl + 1 , v l + 1).
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The following set ot equations produces a bilinear interpolation function which fits 
f (x, y~)  at the corners [Casrleman96|.
/ ( - ^ T , ) = / ( - W i  ) + (* -* !  ) [ / (* ,  + 1< > ', ) - / ( - W i  )] Eq. B-l
f { x , y y + l )  = / ( . v , , j ,  + l)  + ( . Y - . v , ) [ / ( . v I + I,_y, + 1 ) - / ( . Y I , J I + 1)] Eq. B-2
f ( x , y )  = f ( x , y y) + ( y - y x) [ f { x , y x+ \ ) - f ( x , y x)\ Eq. B-3
Basically, the bilinear interpolation is a hyperbolic paraboloid that intersects all planes 
parallel to the xz  -plane and all planes parallel to the y z  -plane in a straight line. It must be 
noted that w hen adjacent four corner neighboring pixel gray levels are interpolated using 
the bilinear algorithm the transformed image has boundaries that are continuous and 
sm oother. Figure B-4 shows the original image o f  a rectangle that is rotated by 90 degrees, 
about the center o f  the image frame using equation Eq. 5-1. Figure B-5 shows the kink in 
the surface w hen bilinear interpolation is no t used. Figure B - 6  shows the same 
transform ed image as in Figure B-l but with bilinear interpolatio'n.
Figure B-4 : Rectangle
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N o t i c e  th e  k i n k
Figure B-5 : Rectangle in Figure B-4 rotated by 90°. (N o interpolation is used)
Figure B - 6  : Rectangle in Figure B-4 rotated by 90° (Bilinear interpolation used). 
Table B-l : The above table shows the pixel gray levels tor the image in Figure B-7.
0 0 0 0 0
0 150 150 0 0
0 150 150 0 0
0 150 150 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Table B-l shows the gray levels ot an image ot size 5 by 5 o t the rectangle on Figure B-7.
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Tins image on Figure B-7 was rotated by 30" about the center o f the image frame and is 
shown in Figure B-8 . The grav levels for the 5 bv 5 image after rotation is shown in table 
B-2. Table B-3 shows the number o f  points in the rotated image, to which each pixel from 
the original image, contributes gray levels.
Table B-2 : The above table shows the pixel gray levels for the image in Figure B-8 .
0 15 4 0 0 0
0 9 5 150 6 0 0
40 150 150 20 0
15 9 5 7 5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Figure B-7 : Figure shows a rectangle in a 5 Figure B- 8  : Figure shows the rectangle
in by 5 image. Figure B-7 rotated by 3 0 °.
Table B-3 clearly indicates that some pixels contribute to more than one pixel in the
rotated image. Table B-4 shows the amount contributed bv each pixel from the original
image to pixels in the rotated image. 1’able B-3 shows that the contribution o f the gray
levels is non uniform. Some pixels o t the original image contribute to as manv as 3 pixels
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in the rotated image. Additionally some pixels contribute a lot m ore gray level value than 
o ther pixels as shown in table B-4.
Table B-3 : The (i , j ) lh entry in the table shows the num ber o f  pixels o f the rotated 
image, (shown in Figure B-8 ), to which a contribution is made, by the 
( i j ) ,h pixel o f  the original unrotated image (shown in Figure B-7).
1 2 2 2 1
2 4 4 4 2
2 4 5 5 2
2 4 5 5 2
1 2 2 2 1
Table B-4 : The (i , j ) th entry in the table shows the am ount o f  gray level contribution 
made to rotated image, (shown in Figure B-8 ), by the (i , j ) th pixel o f  the 
original unrotated image (shown in Figure B-7).
0 0 0 0 0
0 155.384740 135.288599 0 0
0 135.288599 190.192343 0 0
0 155.384740 135.288599 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
This essentially results in a redistribution o f  gray levels. This redistribution causes 
distortion o f  the objects in the image. Flowever for objects with high resolution, this 
distortion is not observable under visual inspection. This is demonstrated with the help of 
Figures B-9 and B-10. Figure B-9 shows the image o f  a rectangle which has a much higher 
resolution. Figure B-10 shows the same image rotated by 30°. The rotated figure does 
no t show die distortions and gray level distributions, when the image are visually 
inspected.
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Figure B-9 : Figure shows the image o f a rectangle
Figure B-10 : Figure shows the image o f  the rectangle in Figure B-9 
rotated by 30" about the center o f the image frame
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APPENDIX C
PRINCIPAL COM PONENT ANALYSIS
C .l Introduction
Principal C om ponent Analysis (PCA) is concerned with explaining the variance-covariance 
structure through linear combinations o f  the original variables. Its general objectives are:
•  data reduction and
•  interpretation.
To examine the relationship am ong a set o f p  correlated variables, it may be useful to 
transform  the original set o f  variables into a new set o f  uncorrelated variables called 
principal com ponents. I f  the original variables are linearly dependent, it will result in fewer 
uncorrelated variables, resulting in the reduction o f  the dimensionality o f the problem. 
These new variables are derived in decreasing order o f im portance. Principal Com ponent 
Analysis is essentially a variance minimization technique. T he first principal com ponent 
accounts for as much o f  the variation as possible in the original data, second principal 
com ponent accounts for as much o f  the remaining variation as possible, and so on. The 
transform ation is orthogonal.
If  the original variables are nearly uncorrelated, then there is no point in carrying out a 
PCA for dimensionality reduction. In the case o f  a two dimensional image, the inherent 
assumption in using Principal C om ponent Analysis is that the image data is at the least 
somewhat spatially ellipsoidal. In this case the principal axis o f the ellipse would account 
for m ost o f  the spatial variance. Principal C om ponent Analysis would identify the axis as
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the principal components. Figure C-l illustrates the ellipse fitting the data points and the 
principal com ponents.
M a j o r  axis  
(Firs t  pr inc ipal  
com p o n e n t )
C e n t r o id
M i n o r  axis
S e co n d  pr i nc i pa l  c o m p o n e n t
(0 ,0 )
Figure C -l : The dotted line shows the principal com ponents to r the set o f  points shows 
as dots in the figure.
Algebraically, principal com ponents Y\,Y2,Y2,...Yp are linear combinations o f  the p  
random  variables X T = [A ,, X 2,... X D] with mean ju and covariance matrix Z .
Yt = £1, ,X ] + cil2X 2 + ..... +cilpX p Eq. C-l
Y2 — ci2|T |  + o 2 .....+o 2pX  p Eq. C-2
Yp ~ aP\^\  + a P2 ^ 2 +....+appXp Eq. C-3
Yj = a] X Eq. C-4
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where a T = [ a  | t a  is a vector o f  constants. 'I'o eliminate the
indeterminacy due to scale, die coefficient vector a is restricted to unit length. This is 
done by imposing the orthogonality condition
a,ra ; = 1. Eq. C-5
This particular normalization procedure ensures that the distances in the p  — spaces  (the 
original domain o f  the variables as contrasted to the transform ed domain) are preserved 
[Chatfield80].
The first principal com ponent Yt is the linear combination with maximum variance,
determined by choosing a , and hence the linear com bination nJ X  that maximizes
Var(Yx) = Var(aJX) = E[af  (X  -  p) (X -  p ) Ta, ] = af E[(X -  p ) (X -  p ) T]ax = a \ Xa
Eq. C - 6
subject to a fa ,  =  1 .
The second principal com ponent is the linear combination a l  X that maximizes 
Var(Y2) = V a r ( a l X )  = E \ a \ { X  -  p ) { X  -  p ) T a 2] = a [ E [ { X  -  p ) { X  -  / / ) r ] « 2 =  a \ Xa 2
Eq. C-7
subject to the following conditions :
1. 3 1 3 , = ! and Eq. C - 8
2 . Cov(YuY2) -  Cov{ a \  X , a 2 X)  = 0.  Eq. C-9
The i ‘h principal com ponent is the linear com bination a^X  that maximizes
Var(Y, ) = Va r ( a J X )  = E [ a ] ( X  -  p ) ( X  -  p ) Ta t ] = « ;r E [ { X  -  p ) ( X  -  p ) T]a, = a j Ya ,
Eq. C-10
subject to the following conditions :
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1. a > ,  = 1 and Eq. C-l 1
2 . Cov(Y,  Yk ) = Cov(a,r X,a{.  A') = 0 tor all k < i . Eq. C - 1 2
To maximize the variance function subject to one o r  m ore constraints, one can use the 
m ethod o f  Lagrange multipliers[Edwards94j. We formulate the Langrangian function 
L( a ) as show n in the equation
L ( a x) = a [ Y a i — ( a [ -  1)A Eq. C-13
Differentiating, with respect to £7,, we get
d L
—------ = 2 Z a ,  -  2 a  , A Eq. C-14
d a  , ^
Setting the above equation to zero, we have
( Z -  I X ) a l -  0 Eq. C-15
To have a solution for a, that is no t a null vector, ( S  -  /A ) must be singular. A m ust be 
chosen so that
| I  -  I X  | =  0 Eq. C-16
The covariance matrix S is a square symmetric matrix and positive semidefinite5. The 
eigenvalues o f  the covariance matrix Z are real and nonnegative.
Let the covariance matrix Z have the eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs ( A , e , ) , 
( A : e  , ) , .... ( A p e p ) w here A, > A , > A 3 > . . .  X p > 0 .  The i lh 
principal com ponen t Yt satisfies the following conditions:
V a r ( f ,  ) = e J Yj e : = A , where / = 1,2 ,3 ..,/?  Eq. C-17
C o v ( Y i , Yk ) -  e j  Y e k = 0 for / ^  k  Eq. C-18
A symm etric matrix Z and the quadratic form a T Z  a  >  0  for all a .
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The principal com ponents are uncorrelated and have variances equal to the eigenvalues o f 
£  .
Total population variance =
<7 , ,  + <r22+ . . .  a pp =  X  V a r ( X , )  =  A, + A2 + . . . + A  p = t r ( Z )  = £  Y a r ( Y , )
1 = 1  1 =1
Eq. C-19
where <Tts = V a r ( X i ) .
The proportion o f  total variance due to the k ,h principal com ponent is equal to
______________K _______________
A | + A , + A  ^ +  . . . +  A p
A more detailed p ro o f o f  the above results is found in m ost multivariate statistics text 
books [Chatfield80][Cooley71] and hence is no t replicated here. This research uses these 
results in determ ining the principal components o f  the modulus maxima image.
C.2 C om putation
This part o f  the appendix deals with the steps to com pute the first principal com ponent 
and the angle relative to  the x  — axis for a set o f  points in a plane.
Let the gray level to r each pixel in any image be represented by f ( x , , y , )  where X, and
y,  are the pixel coordinates in the horizontal and vertical direction. Steps to compute the 
principal com ponents for a two dimensional binary' image are :
• Step 1
Com pute the centroid ( / ux , / /  v ) of the object in the image.
The centroid ( fj. x , ju v ) is computed using the equations given below. We only
consider points for which f ( x : ,_yj ) & 0  .
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1 "
Mx = - Z  *,
1 n
fv  = r Z  y,  andn 1=1
Eq. C-20
Eq. C-21
n is the num ber o f  pixels for which 0 .
• Step 2
Com pute the covariance matrix Z
O" <T„,x c  x y
c  <J
X V  v v
. We only consider points for which
Eq. C-22
n Eq. C-23
1 "
°iv =  z L x,y, ~ M M V and
n  i = i
n is the num ber o f  pixels for which / (x, , y t ) ^  0 .
Step 3
Com pute the largest eigenvalue X , . This can be done using the equation
Eq. C-24
( f f l l  +  <7 v v )  +  * J ( < 7 x x  +  < 7 v v ) Z ~  -  < 7 x v )
A, = ----------------- =-----------* ---------------^ ± ----------- —  Eq.C-25
• Step 4
Com pute the corresponding eigenvector for the eigenvalue X , using the equation 
given below:
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e ,  =
1
U i  -  0 x x ) / &
Eq. C-26
This eigenvector is the first principal com ponent I t is the major axis o f  the o b jec t 
The minor axis is orthogonal to this axis in the same plane.
• Step 5
Com pute the angle o f  the major axis relative to the x — axis . This angle is given by 
the equation shown below:
6  = a  tan
-  a XX
XV
Eq. C-27
C.3 U sage
In this dissertation we compute the principal com ponents o f  the two objects being 
registered. The difference in the angle o f  the first principal com ponent with the x — axis 
is computed.
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A P P E N D I X  D
INTRO D U C TIO N  TO EDGE DETEC TIO N
D .l  Introduction
An edge is the boundary between two relatively distinct gray level regions. The underlying 
assum ption m ade by edge detection techniques is that each o f the regions separated by the 
edge are sufficiently hom ogeneous that the transition between two regions can be 
determined on  the basis o f  only gray level discontinuities. M ost edge detection techniques 
determ ine edges by com puting an approxim ate local derivative operator.
Figure D - l shows the gray level profile, the first and second derivatives o f  a function that 
represents the gray level profiles. The first derivative o f  the gray level profile is positive at 
the leading edge o f  a transition, negative at the trailing edge, and zero in areas o f  constant 
gray level. T he second derivative is positive for the transition part associated with the dark 
side o f  the edge, negative for the transition part associated with the light side o f  the edge, 
and zero in areas o f  constant gray level. Hence, the magnitude o f  the first derivative can be 
used to detect the presence o f  an edge, and the sign o f  the second derivative can be used 
to determ ine w hether an edge pixel lies on the dark side or light side. The second 
derivative changes sign (a zero crossing) at the midpoint o f a transition in gray level and 
this inform ation provides an approach for locating edges in an image.
It an n x n  image f ( x , y )  is treated as consisting o f n  rows and n columns we can find 
the first and second derivatives in the horizontal and vertical directions at each pixel 
location (x , y ) in the image. T he gradient o f  the image f ( x , y )  at location ( x , y )  is given 
by
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Eq. D -ld f  ( x ,  y ) / d y
The gradient vector points in the direction o f  maximum rate o f change o f /(x ,_ y )a t
The direction o f  the gradient vector represents the direction o f the edge and is given by 
the expression :
F or an image w ith digitized pixels, the difference between adjacent pixel values is used to
they compute partial derivatives and the gradient at every pixel location. The computation
or set o f masks.
Using a weighted average o f  each pixel in the input image and its eight surrounding 
neighbors a value is com puted for the ou tpu t image at this pixel location. This group o f  
pixels used to com pute a weighted average is called the kernel. The weights used to 
com pute the weighted average represented as a 3 x 3  array is called the convolution mask. 
Each edge detector makes use o f  a different 3 x 3  convolution mask. Spatial convolution 
with these masks essentially results in high pass spatial filtering. The high pass filtering 
yields convolution coefficients that are used enhance high frequency com ponents and to 
remove low trequency com ponents. This procedure results in edge enhancem ent and edge 
detection.
Consider the 3 x 3  mask M  show below:
Edge direction = t a n Eq. D-2
approximate the derivative. The different com m only used edge detectors differ in how
o f  the edges is accom plished by spatial convolution o f  the digital image data using a kernel
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M  -
m  0 m , m
m  3 m  4 m
m  7 m
Let f ( x , y )  represent the gray level at pixel location ( x , y )  for an t i x n  input image. Let 
0 ( x , y )  represent the same gray value at location (x ,> ')in  the output image after 
convolution o f  this n x n input image using this 3 x 3  the mask. The output gray values 
O( x . y )  for every pixel location ( x , y )  in the output image, is com puted as:
Eq. D -30 ( x , y )  =  I Z / ( * - 1 + j T -  1 + / ) w 0 + 3 0
i = 0 j  = 0
Gray levels in the output image for pixels that are on the image frame boundary are 
com puted from  only those pixels that are inside the image frame o f  the input image.
D .2 M ask T yp es  
D.2.1 Laplacian E d g e D etector
The Laplacian edge detector is a scalar operator for 2 — D  functions. It is defined as:
d x  ' d y
Eq. D -4
The Laplacian edge detector finds all edges regardless o f  their direction. The Laplacian 
operator generates sharper peaks at edges than many o f  the edge detecotrs discussed in 
this appendix. It is implemented using any one o f  the two kernels shown below:
Mask #  1
M  =
0  -  1 0
- 1 4 -  1
0 -  1 0
Mask #  2
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M  =
1 -  1
: -  1
1 -  1
D .2.2 Sobel E dge D etector
The Sobel edge detector consists o f  two masks. O ne mask provides better information 
about horizontal edges and the o ther mask provides better inform ation about vertical 
edges. Every input image pixel is convolved using both masks. The maximum value 
obtained after both convolutions are done, is used as the pixel gray level in the output 
image for that pixel location. The result is called an edge magnitude image.
Mask #  1
M  =
-  1
0
1
- 2  -  1 
0  0
2  1
Mask #  2
M
-  1 0  1
-  2 0 2
-  1 0  1
D .2.3  Prewitt E d ge D etector
The Prewitt Edge detector also uses two masks. Ever)' pixel in the input image is 
convolved with both masks. The maximum value obtained after the two convolutions is 
used as the pixel gray level in the output image for that pixel.
Mask #  1
M  =
-  1 
0  
1
- 1 -  1 
0  0
1 1
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Mask #  2
M
0 0
0 1
0 1
D .2.4 Kirsch E d g e  D etector
The Kirsch Edge detector consists o f  eight masks. Each pixel in the input image is 
convolved using all eight masks. The maximum pixel value obtained after the eight 
convolutions is the pixel gray level in the output image for that pixel.
Mask #  1
Mask #  2
Mask #  3
Mask #  4
5 5 5
M  = -  3 0 -  3
-> -  3 -  3
->— J 5 5
M  = -  3 0 5
-  3 -  3 -  3
3 -  3 5
A4  = -  3 0 5
-  3 -  3 5
3 -  3 -  3
M  = -  3 0 5
— J 5 5
Mask #  5
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M
—  j  —  
0
5 f
Mask #  6
M  =
3 -  3 -
5 0
5 5
Mask #  7
M  =
Mask #  8
5
5
5
-  3 
0
-  3
5
0
-  3
-  3
-  3
- 3  -  3
-  3
-  3
■*>~ J
D .2.5 Roberts E d ge D etector
The Roberts edge detector also uses a difference technique but uses a different spatial 
convolution than was used by the other edge detectors in this Appendix. It uses two 
distinct differences to represent a finite approximation to the derivative o f  brightness. The 
direction o f  the edges is computed in the diagonal directions and the magnitude is 
com bined by taking the square root o f the sum of the squares o f the magnitude.
Let f ( x , y )  represent the gray level at pixel location (.v,_y) in an // x n input image. Let 
O( x . y )  represent the gray value at location ( x , y )  tn the output image after convolution 
ot the input image. The output 0 (x , v) for every' pixel location (*,>0 >n  the output 
image for the Roberts Edge Detector, is computed as shown:
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0 ( x , y )  = y l ( f ( x , y  + l ) - f ( x  + l y ) ) 2 + ( f ( x  + l y  + \ ) - f ( x , y ) ) 2 . Eq. D-5
D .3 O bservation
The edge detectors presented in this Appendix are commonly used edge detectors. All 
these edge detectors magnify noise [Russ94][Baxes94][Gonzaiez92].
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